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The Evolution of Germany’s Response to
The 2015 Syrian Refugee Crisis
Maya Nachaat Fayad
ABSTRACT
The thesis examines the evolution of Germany’s refugee policy in light of the 2015
massive refugee influx. This influx gave rise to a severe crisis, dominating headlines
and engendering a raging political debate. Asylum seekers at that time originated
mainly from Syria, Afghanistan, and Iraq, escaping war and persecution. Germany’s
dynamic role in managing the refugee crisis has gained considerable attention
globally. For a short period of time, between late August and mid-November 2015,
Germany liberalized its refugee policy by admitting a substantial number of refugees
without restrictions. However, beginning September 2015, the country executed a
near-reversal on this welcoming policy approach by calling for EU-level quotas on
the number of refugees entering Europe as a whole, and a cutback on the number of
refugees Germany would admit. In addition to investigating the reasons and
underlying motivations for the implementation of an open-door refugee policy and
the subsequent policy reversal, this thesis also interprets how the country’s decision
to backtrack on the liberal policy rapidly, knowing that plenty of people were still
escaping the Syrian civil war, represents a puzzle for the constructivist and realist
theories which do not entirely explain this real world example. Accordingly, the
thesis investigates the underlying motives for the German government to pursue a
liberal refugee policy approach and the reasons behind the quick reversal, by
focusing on the changing interests, beliefs, as well as the set of norms that the actors
involved in the refugee policy decision-making in Germany were following.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter provides an overview of the thesis that examines the evolution
of the German refugee policy since the outset of the European refugee crisis in 2015.
It presents the theoretical and historical foundations of the researched subject, along
with the methodology and the outline of the following chapters.
Europe has always been revered by people from all over the world for the
liberty, harmony, and stability it provides and, most importantly, its economic
prosperity. The beginning of 2015 was characterized by massive growth in the
number of people coming into Europe. The difference this time, as opposed to past
migration patterns, is that people are not economic migrants seeking an improved
standard of living. Rather, they are asylum seekers seeking a safe haven, escaping
their war-torn home countries in the Middle East and North Africa, specifically
Syria.
It may be argued that in 2015, Europe experienced its worst and costliest
refugee crisis since the Second World War. According to the UNHCR, 1,014,973
people entered Europe by sea in 2015, while 3771 perished or went missing during
their journey to Europe (UNHCR, 2015; 2016). With almost 6.3 million refugees
coming from Syria, the Syrian war is considered as the leading cause of this
humanitarian crisis (UNHCR, 2017; World Vision 2018). Seeking protection,
freedom and security, together with the dream for a better future, the number of
refugees attempting to reach Europe under the most threatening and severe
conditions increased continuously in the first months of 2015. This refugee crisis is
undeniably a significant challenge not only for Europe, but for the whole world.
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In a report issued by the European Commission, it is argued that the refugee
crisis has aggravated the existence of networks associated with human trafficking
that targets vulnerable women and children (European Commission, 2016). Hence,
when they travel, asylum seekers are not only risking their lives, but also risking
being entrapped in human trafficking networks that involve sex
trafficking operations (Zenko, 2017). Another report published by Europol and
Interpol estimates that “the annual turnover of migrant smuggling was worth an
estimated USD 5 to 6 billion in 2015, representing one of the main profit-generating
activities for organized criminals in Europe.” (Interpol, 2016). Moreover, a
significant number of people seeking asylum in Europe between 2015 and 2016 did
not get the approval for their asylum applications (Pew Research Center, 2017).
Refugees are, in many cases, detained in refugee camps, waiting to be admitted and
granted refugee status, where also a significant number of migrants are being
returned.
As a result, the European Union was trying to approach the crisis by
endeavoring to find effective solutions to overcome this critical situation. Yet, rather
than trying to reach fair treatment of the refugee crisis among all member states, the
European Union appears to be lacking in the ability to compromise and reach a
powerful and efficient solution on a European level (Maldini & Takahashi, 2017).
Europe’s failure to deal with the crisis efficiently, particularly with regard to the
issue of the unfair distribution of migrants among Member States, is indicative of the
uneven allocation of costs and responsibilities among European States. Moreover,
the Dublin regulation, aiming to determine the Member State responsible for an
asylum claim, has failed to ensure equal burden-sharing among European States,
shifting the crisis’ load towards states which are situated geographically closer to
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war-torn countries and from where people are compelled to flee, such as Italy and
Greece, being the frontline of the migrants’ pathway to the EU. Eventually, due to
the malfunction of the Dublin system, refugees were able to enter any country they
desired (Garcés-Mascareñas, 2015). As a result, countries like Germany, Sweden,
and Austria were left with the lion’s share of refugee admissions, which led to
striking divisions among Member States. These divisions were generally about
migration, and more specifically about how to deal with the refugee crisis with
regard to the rapid increase in their numbers and their centralization in a few
Member States.
As per this scenario, the affected European governments were already
depleted, and the crisis’ repercussions spread all over Europe. Each Member State in
Europe had a different approach to addressing the crisis. For instance, although the
Schengen Agreement had existed for dozens of years, some European States forced
the re-establishment of border control following the extensive influx of refugees
(Buttin, 2017). This influx urged many states in Europe to engage in an
uncooperative response against member states developing more welcoming policies
to cope with the crisis. For example, Hungary carried out various restrictive actions
in response to the crisis such as blocking the refugee’s routes crossing from Serbia
and Croatia by building a razor-wire fence along the country’s southern border
(Dunnai, 2017). Austria built a fence at the Slovenian border, which is a viable route
to get to Western Europe, also Bulgaria took the same initiative by closing its
borders. In this manner, Eastern Europe refused to cooperate, turning down all
migrants, which compelled the European commission to initiate a legal case against
these countries for rejecting any refugee arrival (Wintour, 2017).

3

In contrast, many other European countries expressed distinguished empathy
for the refugees. In particular, Germany’s initial liberal approach at the outset of the
crisis was phenomenal, to such an extent that it pressed other member states to be
more receptive vis-à-vis the crisis; similarly, states like Sweden have demonstrated
one of the most liberal laws when it comes to refugee and immigration affairs (HPN,
2016). However, the exceptional number of refugee arrivals has raised questions
over the economic situation in Sweden, and has been responsible for the political
instability within the country in relation to governmental affairs. The future
of refugees in Sweden was fully linked to the 2018 election results, meaning that a
change in political authority would certainly upset their chances in the country
(Konle-Seidl, 2018).

For numerous reasons, Germany has been the prime destination for refugees
from all around the world, which resulted in over a million asylum applications
submitted in 2015 alone. Since then, the refugee situation occupied political and
social debates in the country (Kroet, 2016). Undoubtedly, the immense inflow of
refugees has exposed notable social, economic and political challenges. By the end
of 2017, Chancellor Merkel agreed to curb Germany’s refugee inflow, considering
that the country reached a point where it could no longer take in refugees as it did
before, sparking internal opposition; hence, the country’s willingness to welcome
more refugees has substantially decreased, taking into consideration the extensive
criticism that the German chancellor Angela Merkel has had to face in light of her
liberal policies to deal with the country’s refugee intake. As reported by the German
Ministry of the Interior, Building and Community, the number of asylum seekers in
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Germany has fallen by approximately one-third in the previous two years,
specifically 2016 and 2017 (Bundesministerium des Innern, 2018).
Germany played a significant role in addressing the refugee crisis within the
EU, which made the crisis the most significant and critical debate among Member
States. The Merkel frequently warned its European neighbors about the upcoming
threats if the European Union failed to deal with the crisis on the basis of unity and
cooperation. In a press conference at the beginning of the crisis in 2015, Merkel
stated, "Europe as a whole must get its act together. The European states must share
responsibility for refugees seeking asylum”, stressing the importance of abiding by
the European values and laws (The Federal Government, 2015).
Thus, Germany played an inspiring role in motivating other member states to
work as per the prevalent European norms and beliefs, such as respecting human
rights, following the liberal school of thought, promoting free movement within the
EU, and increasing efforts of burden-sharing. Merkel pushed its neighboring
countries to look at the crisis from a humanitarian perspective. Clearly, Germany has
taken the plunge, leading to a shift in the balance of power within the EU from a
Franco-German to exclusively German supremacy (Hillebrand, 2019).
At the beginning of the crisis in 2015, and despite the flood of criticism,
Germany – particularly chancellor Angela Merkel – appeared to be unwilling to
surrender to the opposition’s demands, indicating minimal to no signs of reluctance
regarding her refugee policies and not appearing to change her optimistic measures
in regard to the mass influx of refugees. Germany was in the middle of a serious and
challenging situation, due to its steady support for the refugees and its dedication to
the implementation of a liberal policy, resulting in a significance loss in the support
from its European allies. Furthermore, it also grappled with unendurable antagonism
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from its European partners, who accused Merkel of bringing the European Union to
an end (Faiola, 2016). However, by mid-November 2015, the government made a
near policy reversal by supporting the introduction of Europe-wide quotas on the
number of refugees allowed in Europe, coupled with a cut on the number of refugees
in Germany. The government’s decision to reverse its initial liberal policy occurred
at a time when a substantial number of people were still escaping the Syrian civil war
and seeking asylum in Germany. From a moral standpoint, this action could be
perceived as a drastic shift in the norm rationale behind Germany’s liberal refugee
approach over a short timescale. Germany’s liberalization of its refugee policy at the
outset of the crisis in August 2015, followed by a shift toward a more restrictive one,
poses many questions concerning the motives behind the initial liberal approach and
the subsequent reversal. In addition, it also raises a question mark pertaining to the
justification of this backtracking, taking into consideration that the same
circumstances that led to the liberalization in August 2015 still existed.

All things considered, Germany’s position as nearly the only full supporter of
the refugee crisis at the beginning, as well as the consequent backtracking, makes the
country’s refugee policy a captivating and valuable subject to investigate (Bulmer &
Palerson, 2016).

1.1 Problem Definition
In 2015 alone, more than a million asylum seekers entered Europe, giving
rise to the largest refugee movement since the end of the Second World War. The
substantial inflow of refugees has given rise to sharp divisions on matters related to
open borders among member states, and how to resettle refugees. The
6

EU’s 28 governments’ approaches over the effective ways to manage the refugee
crisis were sharply divided. Various member states have responded to the crisis with
short-term border control, triggering anxiety over what lay ahead for the passportfree Schengen area in Europe (Bucar & Lovec, 2017). In spite of the numerous
efforts that have been made to build cooperation among member states and inspire
them to conduct a joint EU resolution to the crisis to successfully deal with the
asylum seekers who have already entered the EU, the majority of European countries
have stuck to their prime conservative policies. This position may be explained by a
comparatively fragile assistance for future refugees and a reluctance to take in any
more asylum seekers into Europe (“Human Rights Watch”, 2018).
After all, since the beginning of the crisis, the European Union’s
governments have perceived migration as a threatening wave, which necessitates a
serious course of action. All over Europe, most of the debates on the issue of
migration have placed emphasis on dealing with migration as an illness that needs to
be cured. Even though the European governmental bodies have publicly claimed to
take actions to protect the refugees who risk their lives on the journey to Europe, by
declaring to guarantee their safe passage, in reality they have behaved in ways that
contradict this stance. In fact, they have built barriers, and continue to block the
refugees’ passage, which is a fundamental right under international asylum law
(Karolewski & Benedikter, 2018).
Taking into account the previous decisions and actions undertaken by
Germany, multiple questions regarding the character, range, motives and the
evolution of the refugee policy emerge. In addition, inquiries may be raised about
Germany’s willingness to employ and utilize its open-door approach.
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1.2 Research questions and Objectives
The purpose of this thesis is to analyze the initial liberal refugee policy
undertaken by the German government with regard to the massive influx of refugees
into Europe and the country’s subsequent backtracking on this approach. All things
considered, two critical questions unfold:
1- What explains Germany’s liberal refugee policy at the outset of the crisis,
namely beginning August 2015?
2- What were the main reasons behind the quick shift in Germany’s liberal
strategy to a less liberal one as of November 2015?
The first research question aims to identify and explain Germany’s liberal
refugee policy via both a wide international and national lenses, to determine how
the country’s refugee policy may be characterized as an “open-door” approach, while
also tackling the refugee crisis standpoints undertaken by other European member
states. This section will examine all the decisions, rules, policies, and actions carried
out by the German government in the wake of the refugee crisis.

The first question also centers the attention on finding the possible causes and
clarifications behind Germany’s position in regard to the crisis. Moreover, a
comparative approach will be applied in order to measure the different debates
presented by the media and the German parliament, while comparing these
arguments to actual laws. Hence, this will clarify if Germany is actually conducting
an open-door strategy, whilst revealing its reasons.
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Furthermore, this research question looks into the intentions behind
Germany’s pursuit of the open-door policy. Accordingly, a theoretical framework
will be implemented in order to better analyze data findings. The first theory is
Neorealism, which emphasizes Germany’s capacity, “raison d’Etat”, and the
country’s standing in the international system. The second theoretical framework,
constructivism, points out the significance of the individual’s role in developing
morals and conventions. These frameworks will show if Germany’s policy could be
explained through the lens of neorealism or constructivism.
On the other hand, the second research question will investigate the reasons
behind the shift of Germany’s policy from a liberal approach to a more restrictive
one. In the beginning of the crisis, Germany became the leader as far as humanitarian
assistance and the integration of refugees are concerned. However, Germany quickly
backtracked on its liberal policies by establishing restrictive laws due to domestic
pressure and the leading role played by the conservative actors at the European
level.
By answering these two questions, this thesis’ focus will be on understanding
Germany’s policy choice in light of the ongoing refugee crisis by examining,
analyzing and evaluating multiple local and international factors. Furthermore, this
research attempts to inspect the degree of inconsistency between governmental
debates and policy-making. In other words, analysis will be done on whether the
Bundestag is in reality taking measures, both domestically and internationally, based
on its proclaimed policies, or even if the public implementation of its proposed
actions does not take into consideration the governmental discourse. Consequently,
this thesis aims to position Germany’s approach through a theoretical perspective
that best explains the implemented German policies and choice of actions,
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specifically constructivism and structural realism. That being the case, a qualitative
thematic study will be conducted to unpack the research paradox regarding
Germany’s refugee policy.
In this introductory chapter of the thesis, the methodological, systematic, and
theoretical views regarding the subject will be addressed. As for the methodology,
the selected methods applied for the research will be examined and interpreted. In the
theoretical part, constructivism and structural realism will be referred to in order to
untangle the research puzzle. Knowing this, the second chapter of the thesis will
provide an overview of the main international and local laws and policies that
Germany is subject to while pursuing its refugee policy. The third chapter will
answer the two research questions mentioned above, starting with a brief overview of
Germany’s planned strategy in relation to the refugee crisis, while chapter four will
investigate the reversal on the liberal refugee policy.
Subsequently, to approach the reasons and motivations behind Germany’s
conduct throughout the crisis, a qualitative analysis will be carried out using data
evidence from local German and universal international media sources, in addition to
German and European official discourses, employing the constructivist and
neorealist views.

1.3 Importance and Relevance of the thesis Topic
In this day and age, power and its dissemination developed into multifaceted
levels in a more complex framework, with states being more permeable (Crawford,
2007). In his book Power and German Foreign Policy: Embedded Hegemony in
Europe, Crawford claims that separating between economic and political power is a
“myth”, arguing that the worth of military power has decline, while ‘soft power’
10

value has notably grown (Crawford, 2007). Nye (1990) asserts that power is
becoming “less coercive and less tangible”, which describes the German power
perfectly. Germany provides the bulk of European Union’s soft power mainly in the
context of refugee cooperation (Crawford, 2007).
Germany has been playing a substantial role in European foreign affairs by
taking responsibility over many disputes in the European Union, particularly the
influx of refugees. What is more, throughout the current crisis, Germany’s support
began to decline, yet: “Although leaders must pay the lion’s share of the costs, they
also shape the rules of the game in order to ensure burden-sharing and thus achieve
relative gains” (Crawford, 2007)
Germany’s liberal refugee policy helped to prevent a substantial number of refugees
from being congested in south-eastern EU countries such as Serbia, Greece and
Bosnia. However, this policy could have also caused the fall of the migration policies
in the European Union managed by the Dublin regulation, which affirms that
refugees should request asylum in the European country they first arrive at.
Undoubtedly, Germany’s ability to take a leading position is powerful. Even though
this thesis will mainly address Germany’s case in light of the refugee crisis, the
analysis conducted is unquestionably interconnected with the research in
international and European relations. Moreover, the issues of migration and asylumseeking play a significant role in foreign affairs and policy formation.
The refugee crisis is one of the greatest crises the European Union has ever
witnessed. Germany, being one of the largest member states with the strongest
economy, and also absorbing the highest number of refugees, is certainly endowed
with great influence over the shaping of the European Union’s national and
international relations. Based on this, I believe that studying Germany’s case is
11

significant, since the country has been taking responsibility for multiple issues
affecting the European Union as a whole, particularly the mass influx of refugees.
Furthermore, this analysis will clarify the internal structure of the European Union,
and the degree to which member states respect the cooperation required to maintain
this union. Thus, undoubtedly, Germany’s ability to achieve leadership is strong;
evidence also proves that Germany has a strong capacity to play an influential role in
Europe and the international system (Janning & Moller, 2016).

1.4 Methodology
This section draws up the methodological context set out in this research,
essentially the fundamental basis of thinking and the primary techniques employed to
answer the methodological and conceptual questions. Hence, this part of the thesis
deals with the modus operandi to settle the research’s main argument regarding
Germany’s open-door policy and the subsequent reversal in light of the refugee
crisis. In the first place, a brief overview of the principal methodological theories
will be provided to establish a foundation for the research methods, before presenting
the method used in this research. By the end of this section, a detailed structure will
be established concerning the methods of analysis utilized, as well as the restrictions
and plausible difficulties.
A qualitative research methodology is fundamentally an investigative one. It
is mostly applied to comprehend the underlying grounds, beliefs, and incentives
behind the researched questions. Additionally, a qualitative method of analysis is
used to reveal trends pertaining to thought patterns, views and beliefs; it also looks
profoundly into the issue (Heyink & tymstra, 1993). On the other hand, a quantitative
12

method is based on numerical data, in order to quantify the standpoints and views; it
also conducts and further determines elements, in order to derive a conclusion based
on a wide-reaching sample population (Bryman, 1984).
The thesis will use a qualitative-method strategy through the utilization of
secondary research information from journal articles, books, credible websites,
publications from research institutions, official institutions and think tanks. The
reason behind the choice of a qualitative methodology is that the implementation of
such a method has a considerable ability to fortify the accuracy of the analysis as
well as to enhance the findings on the German refugee policy assessment (Wahyuni,
2012). Moreover, it provides access to a wide variety of opinions, analysis, and
expert discussions, while allowing for a broad view of the topic, as well as an indepth examination of the matter being researched (Wahyuni, 2012).
This thesis concerns Germany's evolving refugee policy and the internal and
external factors affecting it, as well as the examination of different complex
questions that possibly may not be answered by using a quantitative method of
analysis. Accordingly, with this method being implemented, the refugee crisis is the
independent variable while Germany’s refugee policy is the dependent variable. In
other words, this research looks into the feasible effects of the dependent variable
(German refugee policy) that might be caused by the independent variable (refugee
crisis) (McLeod, 2019).

1.5 Theoretical Points of Departure

In international relations, various theories compete in studying a state’s
behavior in the international system; however, it is conventionally unfortunate to
13

identify them as competing theories. Alternatively, each theory is built on precise
beliefs and is confined within acknowledged conditions. While different theories
may generate further credible conclusions, by no means can any theory be defined as
valid or invalid. Instead, every theory can be relevant in analyzing specific local and
international considerations, as well as how they affect state behavior. Hence, this
thesis is going to employ divergent theoretical frameworks in order to examine the
argued subjects concerning the influx of refugees and Germany’s plans to approach
the crisis and illustrate the potential reasons and latent motives behind them.

The selection of two distinct theoretical perspectives to help analyze and
untangle the research questions of this study provides a substantial array of possible
rationales behind a particular political outcome, in this case the liberal German
refugee policy and the subsequent less liberal strategy; multiple theories can credibly
fit in the study. To answer the previously identified research questions, the two
theories of constructivism and structural realism will be referred to in order to
provide a theoretical framework for interpreting the available data.
Neorealism or structural realism focuses on the state’s capacities, national
interests as well as their international position in the system. As for constructivism,
its main assumptions revolve around identity, norms and values. Hence,
constructivism functions as a balance to the impartial interpretation of the reality
delivered by realism. Concerning the research puzzle solved in this research, settling
on these two theories appears only reasonable mostly due to two main
characterizations of Germany when examining the German debate in light of the
refugee crisis: First, Germany as a humanitarian chief with a distinctive past which
applies its current liberal refugee policy because of its moral ethical standards and
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principals, values and moral beliefs. Second, Germany as an egocentric power and
behaving based on its own national interest and capabilities. For these reasons, the
two selected theories are suitable for the analysis required in this thesis.

1.5.1 Constructivism
Constructivism emphasizes the importance of the historical and social traits
in building international relations, rather than interpreting the international system
based on human nature and other basic characteristics of the international political
system. Thus, constructivism perceives the system as socially established, while
assuming that the political and social images of a certain country are always subject
to change, or even under construction (Adler, 2013). In other words, the international
political system is characteristically mobile, where adjustment on different levels
can often occur with time based on the ideational, moral, and social factors that each
player in the international system attains.
As stated earlier, the information obtained for my study originates mainly
from local and international media sources, in which constructivist assumptions
satisfy the research based on such data information. This is mainly due to the fact
that constructivist theory is mostly used to study language and discussions which are
relatively considered as construction tools with respect to identity, values and norms
(Bourbeau, 2003).
Additionally, identity is perceived as the grounding basis of Germany’s
refugee policy, besides cultural standards and beliefs. The different reactions
throughout the European Union to the intense refugee crisis portray the various
identities, values and norms among different states nationally; in addition, these
reaction show how the various identities of the European member states resulted in
15

divergent refugee policies across Europe, which has eventually generated cultural
clashes on a national level, and necessitated a revaluation of the overall European
identity.
In order to interpret the diverse actions implemented by different political
actors in the international system, constructivist theory considers national elements,
within the scope of the state’s history and identity, considering them as the countries
innate strategies (Checkel, 2011). Due to the emphasis that constructivist theory puts
on the historical, social and identity factors in shaping a state’s decision-making
process, the analysis of Germany’s initial refugee policy and the subsequent shift
may be conducted with respect to constructivism to get to the motives and aims of
the players involved in the refugee policy making, and the rationale employed to
decide on a certain refugee policy. However, just like any theory, different
approaches overlap inside the constructivist theory, which makes it difficult to relate
to a homogenous and united set of info. Yet, in spite of this internal split, since the
notions of ideas and identities are the main components of constructivism, it is
suitable to pinpoint uniform reasoning derived from three fundamental
epistemological conceptions (Checkel, 2011).
First, constructivism in international relations is typically explained by the
importance the theory offers to normative and material arrangements. Second, it
highlights how identity considerably shapes political activity. Third, constructivist
theory draws attention to the joint constitutional liaison between agents and
structures. In this way, according to the constructivist theory, the functioning of the
social and political players is primarily shaped by the normative, ideational and
material structures, to diverse but corresponding degrees.
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In addition, constructivist theory states that individuals coexisting within a
certain society shape and are eventually shaped by the social conditions they are
subjected to. In this context, constructivist theory brings into question the belief that
the development of states’ identities, interests, and preferences occurs prior to social
interactions (Checkel, 2011). For constructivists, even though the international
system includes both material and ideational factors, the former acquire meaning
only through the latter.
From a constructivist perspective, and based on Germany’s history and
national identity, multiple assumptions can be made regarding the country’s refugee
policy. These assumptions will function as the basis of this study where they will be
further reviewed and examined throughout the thesis.
To begin with, the identity question has rapidly become a fundamental
element in international relations research, and crucial to the understanding of a
state’s behavior. In this study, it concerns the German state and involved national
actors. As a key component of the constructivist theory, state identity assumptions
presented by Alexander Wendt and Peter Karzenstein, are only some of several nonmaterial components examined by constructivist intellectuals that support the
primary constructivist arguments. According to constructivist theory, the interests of
states are shaped by their identities. Hence, accepting refugees from other cultures
may trigger changes in the precedent state and national identity, creating a coherent
barrier in terms of welcoming refugees and asylum seekers. Furthermore, receiving
and merging refugees with contradictory identities could be perceived as a threat
to the existing German identity.
Secondly, the relationship between religion, identity and culture could justify
political behavior in international relations. Religion seems to be playing a major
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role in shaping Germany’s refugee approach, for instance, as a Christian country,
since the majority of the refugees are Muslim. In the case of the Syrian refugees, this
could result in an unwillingness to welcome more refugees (Berenskoetter, 2010).
Thirdly, Germany’s history makes clear why the country has adopted at the
beginning of the crisis a liberal refugee approach, mainly pertaining to the country’s
learned lesson from World War II and the Holocaust. As an immediate reaction to
the genocide between 1941 and 1945, the right to asylum law was established. The
law echoes the sense of guilt that the country experienced before, and how Germany
has ultimately paid the price of its unpleasant history in the recent crisis. In order to
throw out its negative position, Germany has claimed to be the safe haven for those
in need. The current refugee crisis was also perceived by the German state as a
golden opportunity to shape, regenerate, and also build up a contemporary and
different German identity, by trying to become the powerful benign, humane, and
lavish actor that protects and promotes human rights. In addition, it would also shed
light on the country’s image as an un-nationalist superpower to avoid the
reoccurrence of the WWII events.

Moreover, the idea of being “German” and the concept of a German identity
are recently developed beliefs. Accordingly, there is an absence of a dominant
German culture, which makes it easier to take in refugees coming from different
backgrounds. Accepting new people, in this case, is considered as part of identitybuilding in the sense of creating a liberal society that advocates the coexistence of
multiple cultures in one nation. This argument supports the liberal refugee approach,
while also providing a basis for explaining the reversal embodied in the idea of
“clash of cultures”. For instance, arguments have been made concerning how the
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liberal refugee approach carried out by Germany has caused a “European crisis of
identity” where religion is employed as a justification to save Europe from the influx
of non-Christian immigrants (Schmiedel & Smith 2018).
Finally, another way to redefine the German identity could be viewed in
terms of the European Union, along with the norms and values it represents. By
admitting a substantial number of refugees and requesting other member states to
follow in its footsteps, Germany is safeguarding the European fundamentals, thereby
building up its identity as a humanitarian chief, political power and a major leader at
the European and international levels.

1.5.2 Structural Realism

In the study of International relations, realism is a theory that stresses on the
aggressive and conflictual part of IR. The realist school of thought is regarded as the
oldest and most commonly utilized theory in international affairs, known for its
reliability and the analytical aspects it offers to achieve a finer comprehension of
international politics (Ritchie, 2008). Despite the fact that there are many subsections
under the realist theory with various definitions, the majority of them agree on
several basic assumptions. The first and most significant supposition of realism is
that states are the main players in the international system; supplementary actors
such as individuals and organizations do exist, albeit with constrained capabilities
(Bruchill, Linklater & Devetak, 2005).
The state is driven by its national interests, thus making rationale choices by
rationale actors leading to the pursuit of national interests. This theory emphasizes
the notion of anarchy, intending that states exist in a milieu that does not have any
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centralized authority or any power on top of that of the state. As a prominent theory
in the study of IR, realism concentrates on a political structure where the most
horrible characteristics of human nature are authorized to be expressed when dealing
with international affairs (Bruchill, Linklater & Devetak, 2005). For this reason,
international clashes are not dismantled, but are instead alleviated and curtailed, thus
pursuing a less dangerous international system instead of a safe and quiet world
(Rosch & Lebow, 2018).
Realists believe that international politics and power politics are one and the
same. Yet, there are considerable disagreements among the realists themselves. For
structural realists, the accumulation of state power is not defined by human nature.
Rather, the structure of the international political system drives states to chase power
(Humphreys, 2012). In this context, neorealist or structural realists assume that all
states are identical, taking the initiatives based on the concept of self-assistance,
unwilling to sacrifice one’s own national interests for those of others. As such, states
have a tendency to take part in continual progress and evolution; they also expand
their capabilities as well their respective powers.
Furthermore, neorealists underline the power of capabilities, arguing that
originally all states are identical and have the same demands, but they are assuredly
dissimilar in terms of how they acquire those demands and needs (Waltz, 2000).
Thus, this significance given to capabilities emphasizes the influence of anarchy to a
greater extent, as well as the allocation of capabilities. Accordingly, the
interrelationships among all states establish the political structure of the international
system, and successively restrict or empower their means to function.
With respect to international politics, neorealism suggests a definite
distinction between hierarchically ranked political systems. In other words, there is
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minimal intrinsic functional divergence among actors assignable to the ranking
concept of anarchy and the arising reality that states must be able to accumulate
power and increase their capabilities, thus taking care of themselves, since nobody
else is expected to do so (Waltz, 2000). International state actors are only
distinguishable in terms of power, and the international political system is only
shaped by the allocation of power; hence, it is determined by the most powerful state
in terms of capabilities.
On this account, a sense of anxiety pervades among states in the international
system. There is no reliance, trust, and reliability among actors, but only fear. They
are anxious about the intentions and unrevealed plans of the other states, mainly
because it is difficult to guess their upcoming actions. Their primary dismay is that
another state may be powerful enough to have the rationale to strike first. This
insecurity is intensified by the fact the international system is an anarchic one, which
means there is no security guard to refer to in times of danger. Under such
circumstances, states will refer to the concept of balance of power, whether it is
through the possession of more concrete military resources, or the formation of
alliances. Thus, states must obtain powerful motives to acquire capabilities at each
other’s expense. The more powerful the state is, the less likely the possibility of
being attacked (Waltz, 2000). This rationale directs states to search for chances to
rearrange the balance of power to their advantage, which eventually provides a route
to competition among great powers. Structural realism also differentiates between
different types of system polarity: Unipolar, bipolar, or multimodal international
system. They claim that bipolarity is the most secure form of systems in the long
term, leaving less opportunity for aggressive operations or war.
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In general, a primary difference between classical realists and structural
realists is manifested in the incentives to use power. The two theories of thought
interpret the subject distinctly. While Morgenthau attributes power to individual
factors and human nature, Waltz links power to the structure of the international
system where states are obliged to pursue power in order to survive (Brown, 2009).
In structural realism, all actions in the international system are linked to the
structure behind it. Waltz highlights the importance of power politics ignoring the
multiple motives that may shape a state’s behavior presented by classical realism.
Relating these assumptions to Germany’s refugee policy, it is presumable that the
country’s structural position in the world order, its relative power, abilities and
capacities compared to other member states are quite different. Hence, Germany’s
refugee policy could be interpreted through the school of structural realism to
determine the country’s motives behind its political actions.
Studying Germany’s refugee policy with respect to structural realist
assumptions draws attention to multiple interpretations in regard to Germany’s
policy approach. These interpretations will formulate a basis for assessing the
research findings where they will be re-evaluated and argued over again.
Initially, based on the concept of the distribution of capabilities, it is
worthwhile to examine the capabilities of the German government to receive a great
number of refugees. Germany, being the largest national economy in Europe, in
addition to having amassed past expertise in welcoming and integrating refugees and
asylum seekers, holds the ability and proficiency to accept migrants. Moreover,
investing German capabilities in refugees today may generate future tangible rewards
for the country in the future, thus accumulating more power economically. In
different circumstances, arguments could also be held about Germany not having
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enough capabilities to accept migrants; in addition, the mass influx of refugees could
bring the country to deficiency in tangible capabilities, situating the country in
a comparatively underprivileged position in comparison to other member states.
Thus, the realist theory could explain the country’s initial liberal perspective, as well
as the shift witnessed beginning fall 2015, where different actors contended that the
country should put an end to its welcoming approach by looking at the realist
interpretation of the country’s refugee policies through the lens of the groups’ proliberal refugee policy and those against it.
Furthermore, based on the neorealist emphasis on power and capabilities, by
assuming a liberal refugee policy, Germany is also creating a new source of
capabilities and intensifying its position in the international system. In fact, it is not
only filling the demographic gap in the country, but also expanding its workforce
which eventually supports economic growth and development, thus leading to an
expansion in Germany’s material capabilities. Having said that, the liberal refugee
policy may be perceived as a plan for investing in the country’s time ahead,
consequently amplifying the country’s material capabilities in addition to
engendering a substantial long-lasting power boost. Hence, based on this theory, the
population element of power plays a critical role in a state’s behavior and policy
decisions, since it can be a way to stabilize the German population. According to
neorealist theory, the aging of the German population constitutes a problem. Thus,
welcoming a young group of people into the country would maintain employment in
the industrial field, which eventually enhances trade power. However, it could also
be argued that the costs of admitting and integrating refugees outweigh the benefits,
resulting in Germany backtracking on its liberal refugee approach.
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With regard to security, which is a main component in shaping the political
structure of the international system, Germany’s security could be undermined by the
acceptance of a large number of refugees. For instance, it could lead to a remarkable
increase in terrorist activity as a result of the open-door refugee policy.

In conclusion, this chapter provided the basis for this research paper,
highlighting the main research questions that are going to be investigated, while
making clear the research methods employed in this thesis; it also presented a
detailed explanation of the main theories that the study refers to.
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Chapter 2
The Legal Background of Germany’s Refugee
Policy

This chapter reviews the main policies and regulations set by the German
government in relation to the mass influx of refugees. A number of the essential
national and international laws and regulations implemented in Germany will be
outlined and described. Hence, the country’s policy approach in regard to the refugee
crisis will be outlined.

2.1 The Legal Framework of Germany’s Refugee Policy

Article 14 of the Universal Declaration of human rights 1948 acknowledges
the right of people to seek asylum from persecution in other countries, which the
United Nations Convention concerned with the Refugees status implemented in
1951, is the heart of international refugee protection at the present time (UNHCR,
2010). Additionally, the concept of non-refoulement is so essential that no
limitations or exemption may be made to it. It lays down that “no one shall deport or
repatriate a refugee, against his or her will, in any manner whatsoever, to a territory
where he or she fears threats to life or freedom” (UNHCR, 2010), (ICRC, 2015).
Hence, international humanitarian law, refugee law and human rights law are
complementary bodies of law that share a mutual objective, protecting the lives,
health and dignity of human beings (ICRC, 2005).
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To track Germany’s refugee policy development, it is necessary to underline
that Germany has been short of a national strategy of integration until the end of the
20th century. The country’s present Immigration Act came into effect beginning
2005. The law determines integration programs comprising German language
teaching along with lessons on the country’s rules and regulations, history, society
and culture. It is not until these requirements are fulfilled by an immigrant, that
he/she becomes eligible for the country’s residential, social and welfare benefits.
Germany’s immigration movement is principally the outcome of an
employment policy. Up until now, the country has not acknowledged its image as an
immigrant nation. In the post-WWII era, between 1945 and 1955, Germany
witnessed four major migration flows. First, the migration from Eastern Europe and
the Soviet Union, known as the Aussiedler migration (Jones, 1992). Second, the
Gastarbeiter plan, where Germany hired a considerable foreign labor force for the
purpose of boosting the German industrial production (Scherr, 2013). Third, the
reunion of these foreign workers with their family in Germany constituted another
serious source of migration.
The last source of immigration in this era came from asylum seekers pursuing
refugee status in the country, with respect to Article 16 of the constitution
guaranteeing an unconditional right to asylum (Hailbronner, 1994). At a later stage,
after Germany’s reunification, the article was modified to incorporate certain
restrictions and speculations (Klusmeyer & Papademetriou, 2009). A central
modification was the establishment of a safe third country policy, denoting that
people entering Germany through another European Member State or another safe
country are disallowed admission to the asylum course (Asylum Information
Database, 2015).
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Limiting and constraining the laws and regulations related to refugees and
asylum seekers remained the center of the political rhetoric throughout the 90s. In
1992, the German state instituted a particular formality at the airport, where
petitioners lacking legitimate travel papers were held back in ‘international zones’. In
that way, political principals in the country expressed their disapproval of such rules
that rendered the right of asylum almost unattainable unless the refugees enter
illegally. Germany sustained its restrictive laws in 1993. Accordingly, the state
endorsed the Asylum Seekers Benefits Act, dividing the welfare allocation for
asylum seekers from common welfare (Bosswick & Borket, 2000). Altogether, the
constrictive actions and rules undertaken towards asylum seekers in Germany made
resorting to asylum very limited even for true refugees escaping war and persecution.
At the present time, the 2015 refugee crisis demonstrates how Germany considerably
shifted its refugee policy by encouraging other member states to contribute in
managing the crisis for the purpose of easing the load on one country alone.
2.1.1 Domestic Laws and Regulations
In accordance with the mass influx of refugees, Germany arranged a new
plan, which came into effect beginning 2016; it consisted of implementing measures
that would help in accelerating the application process (BAMF, 2015). Certain rules
were eliminated for asylum applications by refugees fleeing persecution in Syria, in
addition to Yezidis, Christians and Mandaeans from Iraq. For instance, these actions
included eliminating the need for personal interviews with applicants; instead,
applicants were offered a ten-page questionnaire in order to decide on their refugee
status (BAMF, 2015). The aim behind this accelerated application process was to be
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prepared to rapidly turn down asylum applications from citizens of safe countries
(Bundersregierung, 2016).
The Federal Office for Migration and Refugees also reported a significant
increase of the number of employees assigned to the asylum application procedure,
in order to enhance the asylum mechanism in the country and efficiently conduct the
country’s refugee policy (BAMF, 2015). Furthermore, the Federal Police created
additional processing lines in several Bavarian cities, namely Rosenheim, Passau and
Deggendorf, aimed at speeding up the registration process of asylum seekers
(BAMF, 2015).
Germany has deployed significant financial resources in order to provide the
refugees with a sense of individual security, mainly by increasing the funds available
to deal with the refugee crisis. In 2017 alone, Germany contributed to its refugee
agenda almost 447 million USD (UNHCR, 2018). Locally, the funding for asylum
seekers grew from 1 billion Euros in 2015, to 6 billion Euros in 2016 (Deutscher
Bundestag, 2015). A major part of the funding was allocated to educational
programs and job centers, which play an indispensable role in the process of
refugees’ integration along with the assistance of the Interior Ministry which is
responsible for overall social cohesion, immigration, and integration. These tasks are
also shared with other ministries, such as the Federal Ministry of Labor and Social
Affairs (BMAS), the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF), the
Federal Ministry of Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women and Youth (BMFSFJ)
and the Federal Ministry of Economics and Energy (BMWi) (BAMF, 2015).
Such plans made refugees’ integration into the country less complicated,
whether it be through joining the labor force or even increasing self-sufficiency in
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regard to Germany’s welfare system. For instance, in a conference entitled
“Supporting Syria and the Region”, Chancellor Merkel stated that Germany would
donate 200 million Euros to support the program concerned with providing education
and employment to the displaced persons and refugees (Bundersregierung, 2016).
Merkel also added: "We will also offer 1,900 university scholarships for Syrian
refugees so that they can complete their education" (Bundersregierung, 2016). The
bundestag also determined to cut benefits in case refugees and migrants showed an
unwillingness to cooperate or participate in the integration process
(Bundersregierung, 2016). Furthermore, the German government contributed extra
funds in multiple areas affected by the refugee crisis, such as housing and healthcare
(Bundersregierung, 2016).
In 2015, Albanian asylum seekers were classified directly after Syria,
followed by Kosovo in respect of the number of asylum seekers in that specific year.
Unlike people fleeing war and persecution in Syria, Iraq, and Afghanistan, the great
number of asylum seekers coming from the Balkans was mostly driven by economic
factors, mainly unemployment (Asylum Information Database, 2018). Hence, to
protect and further support asylum applicants fleeing war, Germany began to pursue
repatriations of economic refugees coming from “safe countries” who had been
given asylum in the country. By the end of November 2015, more than 18,000
people had been deported (Chazan, 2015).
By the end of 2015, Germany issued a law suspending the right of family
reunification for refugees if their reunification is possible in a third country with
which the family has special links, including legal residence, or in case those seeking
asylum are only provided with subsidiary protection. (UNHCR, 2018) As a rule,
third-country nationals who are granted the right to asylum and recognized as
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refugees and beneficiaries of subsidiary protection enjoy privileged treatment (Grote,
2017). This policy of suspending family reunification for applicants given subsidiary
protection was only supposed to be applied to Syrian asylum seekers; yet, it was
never imposed (ECRE, 2018).

Asylum Package I (AP1)
Towards the end of 2015, in the wake of the crisis, Germany made several
amendments to its existing asylum law. For instance, asylum seekers coming from
countries in the Balkan region such as Albania and Kosovo were classified as
migrants from “safe countries”; hence, they were held in initial reception zones (Pro
Asyl, 2016). Moreover, to help alleviate the crisis, Germany majorly rejected asylum
applications coming from Albania, Kosovo, and Montenegro, also for the sake of
speeding up the application process for other nationalities. Hence, people with
rejected applications were only given a period of one week to leave the country
rather than the usual one month (Library of Congress, 2016). The allowed period to
stay in the reception areas was extended from three to six months, and asylum
seekers from different countries in the Balkans were given non-monetary
compensations such as food, healthcare, clothing and housing. For instance, prior to
the amendment, asylum seekers staying in reception zone were given monthly pocket
money which totalled 140 Euros per person (Library of Congress, 2015). These
actions were mainly intended to discourage migrants with economic intentions to
come to Germany only to meet their financial needs.
Moreover, Germany reached an agreement to repay its federal states the
expenses they devoted for receiving refugees. For instance, the German government
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would pay the federal states a monthly fee of 670 Euros per asylum seeker with the
aim of narrowing the financial burden on each federal state (Library of Congress,
2015).
In addition, the German state initiated adjustments to its healthcare policies,
permitting refugees to obtain a health card on a voluntary basis (Borgschulte,
Wiesmuller, Bunte & Neuhann, 2018). Also, in order to promote and facilitate the
integration of the refugee population in Germany, asylum seekers were offered
integration courses, mainly learning the German language and getting to know
country’s history, culture, and norms, as well as providing refugees with help to
access the workforce (Hindy, 2018).

Asylum Package II
In 2016, the German federal government decided to further amend its asylum
laws in an attempt to enhance its ability to handle the refugee crisis. Under this
amendment, additional reception facilities were established across Germany, with
two reception centers in the Bavarian cities of Germany (Asylum Information
Database, n.d.). Asylum package II launched “accelerated asylum procedures”,
which denotes that the bundestag should decide on asylum applications within a
week (Bundesregierung, 2016). Additionally, Asylum seekers with subsidiary
protection status, but not granted the status of refugees, were not allowed to bring
their families to join them within two years (Gesley, 2016).
Monthly benefits were also adjusted, where the monthly pocket money given
for a refugee’s personal use was reduced by ten Euros. As for deportation, prior to
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the amendment, refugees were allowed to avoid deportation by declaring that they
had serious medical conditions and thus going to their country of origin may result in
them suffering further injury or death due to low-quality health services. However,
the German government issued a rule where only life-threatening diseases proved by
a medical certificate from an accredited source would be taken into consideration for
deportation decisions. Additionally, refugees without legal papers and documents
prior to the law adjustments could not be deported; therefore, the government
initiated new units that would assist refugees without documents to acquire
replacement documents.
This second Asylum Package proposed the amelioration of the protection of
refugee minors held in reception facilities and in community housing. Lastly, with
regard to the new laws, Algeria, Morocco, and Tunisia were added to the list of safe
countries, in order to take different measures towards asylum seekers holding these
nationalities (Gesley, 2016).
In addition to the first and second asylum packages, a number of national
policies and measures have been adopted. For instance, in 2015’s New Years’ Eve,
around 1000 drunken men mostly from immigrant backgrounds were involved in
sexual assaults and muggings in the City of Cologne in Germany (BBC, 2016).
Merkel’s government responded to these attacks with a policy that simplifies the
deportation of asylum-seekers accused of committing crimes in the country. The law
suggests that refugees should be deported if they have committed any kind of illegal
actions (German Bundestag, 2016).
In early 2016, Germany declared advanced legal measures necessitating the
integration of migrants and refugees into the German society as a compensation for
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being permitted to work and live in the country. Under such legal decisions, refugees
would be confronted with cuts if they refuse to comply with the required integration
procedures set by the government such as language courses or lessons covering
Germany’s laws and cultural education. The new integration policy aims to help the
refugees and migrants to integrate faster in the German society and economy, such as
joining the German labor market. Moreover, the law giving preferences to EU job
applicants over refugees was also eliminated for a period of three years (Oltermann,
2016).
The integration rules also incorporated a law that was proposed to enhance
opportunities for refugees and migrants to have their foreign educational degrees
acknowledged more easily by German institutions. Accordingly, the new integration
law simplifies refugees’ entrance to the workforce and allows students to complete
the educational programs they have already begun. However, after the
implementation of this law refugees may only obtain a permanent residence permit
after five years, which was previously set at three years (OECD, 2017). In addition,
after the increase in the rate of terrorist attacks in Germany and all over Europe, the
German government enhanced its counter-terrorism laws and amplified its security
measures.
2.1.2 International Laws and Regulations
International and European Refugee and Asylum laws deal with the rights and duties
that states face with respect to refugees. Germany’s policy choice was constrained by
several laws on a European level that will be explained in this section.
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The Dublin Regulation
The Dublin Regulation was endorsed in 2003 in view of organizing the
asylum applications process by specifying which state is responsible for reviewing
an asylum application and to ensure that every application is examined fairly in a
particular member state. As a general rule, the application is filled at the first country
of entry by the asylum seeker. This regulation usually operates on the premise that
each applicant benefits from equivalent protection levels among all European states,
assuming that the asylum laws and regulations are mutual among all member states.
However, in practice, asylum laws and policies are still divergent among member
states, resulting in diverse treatments for asylum seekers across Europe. Under this
law, European member states have the right to return an applicant to another member
state in which the asylum seeker sought asylum in first (Garcés-Mascareñas, 2015).
In 2003, The European Council established the Dublin II Regulation as an
extension of the previous Dublin law; it was intended to establish the criteria for
selecting the member state suitable for examining the asylum application submitted
in the EU, which is the responsibility of one specific country (Maldini & Takahashi,
2017). In 2013, the resolution was substituted by the Dublin III regulation in order to
precisely define the criteria required to consider a state responsible for an asylum
application.
This continuation was mainly established to push a particular member state to
apply stricter protection to the borders of the Union, with the purpose of avoiding
illegal migration. Most importantly, the system had the main objective of increasing
cooperation among member states and guaranteeing fair treatment of asylum seekers
in a just system (European Council on Refugees and Exiles, 2019).
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However, due to the refugee crisis in 2015, the Dublin system collapsed as a
result of unprecedented pressure experienced by the European Union. In practice, the
regulation stressing on the “first country of entry” steered the union toward
outstripping the burden rather than dividing it equally by putting strong pressure on
peripheral EU countries such as Greece and Italy (Garcés-Mascareñas, 2015).
In 2015, The German government settled a plan to redistribute returned
Syrian asylum applications to other European states (Grote, 2018). As a result, a
considerable number of applicants who had already entered another member state
proceeded to Germany without any restraints (Ammirati, 2015). Nonetheless, the
German government assured that they did not abandon the Dublin regulation.
However, the government implemented some measures to simplify the procedures
related to the asylum applications processing.

The Schengen agreement

The Schengen area is a specific establishment in the international system that
is concerned with border control and the free movement of individuals among
European countries. This settlement functions based on the principle of eliminating
border control internally, thus necessitating a deferral of controls externally.
However, this establishment has been dramatically affected by the refugee crisis that
has undermined the survival of the of this free movement agreement. With the
unrestricted migration into the European area through the Balkans, several states
were prompted to restore border control (Buttin, 2017).
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In 2015, Germany reestablished internal border control, particularly on the
Austrian border. Yet, the German government stressed that these measures should
only be temporary in light of the refugee crisis and the remarkable increase in
security threats all across Europe. Hence, the implementation of such restrictive
measures was the result of the unbearable refugee entry into Germany; therefore, the
government decided to rearrange the criteria for permitting refugees into Germany
(Cer, 2018).
The suspension of the Schengen agreement proves the absence of solidarity
among the member states and the reluctance to reach a cooperative solution to the
refugee influx, where individual interests were put above common European
interests (Maldini & Takahashi, 2017). Hence, Germany’s compliance with the local
and international laws played a considerable role in dealing with the refugee crisis.
Some existing laws were amended in consideration of the massive size of the refugee
crisis, while new laws were established in Germany to facilitate the asylum process
and manage the crisis successfully.
In conclusion, to deal with the immense inflow of refugees, Germany was
subject to various national and international laws and regulations. Some of the
domestic laws were amended, while others were annulled for humanitarian reasons.
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Chapter 3
The Underlying Reasons and Motivations
behind Germany’s Refugee Policy

3.1 The Themes Engaged in Germany’s Liberal Refugee Policy
This chapter provides a detailed review of the main arguments with or against
Germany’s refugee policy that are found in the qualitative research conducted around
Germany’s liberal refugee policy. These arguments will be outlined, explained and
ranked based on their relevance and the degree to which they explain Germany’s
open-door policy.
3.1.1 Germany’s financial, economic, and social capacity and capability
The German refugee crisis may arguably be explained in terms of capacity
and capability. Those against the liberal refugee policy commonly argue that
Germany has already reached its maximum capacity and cannot take in any more
refugees like it did in 2015. Deutsche Welle, Germany’s international broadcasting
agency, aired that the Bavarian leader Seehofer set the maximum number of refugee
intake for the whole of Germany to be 200,000 per year, as of 2016. Seehofer
asserted that not initiating steps to curtail the number of refugees in the following
years would place the country under substantial pressure while downgrading its
ability to integrate refugees (DW, 2016, Spiegel ONLINE, 2016).
Moreover, Germany had contributed more than 20 billion Euros to refugees
by 2016, exceeding the government’s expectations and forecasts. The funds were
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shared between domestic and foreign agendas. In particular, €9.3 billion were
dedicated to the Federal States while €11 billion were spent on foreign parts
designed to combat forced migration (The Local Germany, 2017). Statistics viewed
by The Independent demonstrate that the housing and integration expenses in each of
Bavaria, Schleswig-Holstein, Hesse and Berlin significantly overwhelmed official
previsions (Dearden, 2017).
At the same time, German cities have remarkably witnessed an unequal share
of refugee burden due to different capacities and capabilities. According to a report
from the Brookings institution, the federal quota system for allocating refugees to
states within Germany allocates distinct weight to big German cities, given that it
does not consider larger population intensity, distinctive accommodation status of
these urban societies, or secondary migration figures. Also, this allocation
mechanism provides a uniform reimbursement ratio, which fails to consider the
disparity in accommodation costs across the city in addition to the cost of living, as
well as per-capita social service expenditure (Katz, Noring & Garrelts, 2016).
German officials have repeatedly expressed the level of extreme consumption
in terms of resources and capabilities. A number of regional actors in charge have
voiced that the management struggle their country is facing in light of the massive
inflow of refugees is particularly attributable to the deficiency in staff and housing
(Preuss, 2016; BBC, 2016). German statesmen question the ability of German
resources to entirely integrate the refugees (Severin & Martin, 2016). They claim that
the pace with which Germany is accepting refugees would shrink the state’s
capacities in rendering appropriate protection and integration aid, in addition to a
permanent satisfactory quality life to German residents (Deutscher Bundestag; 2015)
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All things considered, the German politicians and members of parliament
opposing Merkel’s liberal policy mainly support the argument that Germany lacks
sufficient financial capabilities to be able to help in the integration process of the vast
number of refugees. They claim that if Germany does not give up its open-door
policy, it will eventually have a defeatist outcome that will affect the whole German
population as well as the ones who sought refuge and protection in the country and
trusted its capabilities. According to the opposition, the continuous pursuit of such a
liberal policy would aggravate the current situation by enticing a bigger number of
refugees (Fried & Hickmann, 2015). However, people and officials supporting
Merkel’s decision claim that the country is prepared to handle an influx, and is able
to cope with its consequences, believing that Germany has the capacities and
capabilities.
These groups argues that Germany is ranked first in terms of strong
economies in the European Union, with a GDP of 3,930,000 (Millions of US$),
placing the country in a position that requires it to accept and manage the
responsibilities imposed on it in light of the crisis (Carrel & Barkin, 2015).
Germany recorded the highest trade surplus in the world worth $310 billion,
making it the biggest capital exporter globally. Internationally, Germany is the third
largest exporter in the world with 1.21 trillion Euros in goods and services exported
in 2016. In addition, Germany’s unemployment rate stands at 3.4%, which reached
the lowest level in the 90s (Deutsche Welle, 2018). The German finance minister has
always expressed the willingness of his country to remain generous in terms of
taking in higher numbers of refugees and providing them with the goods and services
they need. Due to these economic facts, Germany’s budgetary capabilities dedicated
to the refugee crisis continue to be powerful, which is not the case in many other
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European countries. In addition to financial capacity and capability, Germany’s
diverse religious and cultural communities constitute an appropriate environment for
the refugees coming from different parts of the world. Germany’s rich culture, due to
its unique history, plays a pivotal role in integrating refugees peacefully.
All things considered, pro-liberal refugee policy believe that Germany’s
social and economic capabilities and capacities enable the country to overcome the
challenges that the massive influx has imposed on it. Hence, Germany has the
highest responsibility to offer help for refugees, and to carry on the liberal approach.

3.1.2 Germany’s Humanitarian responsibility in light of the refugee crisis
A different argument often presented in Germany’s liberal refugee policy
debate is the country’s “humanitarian intervention”, as well as its dedication to its
law of right of asylum. In many of her interviews, Chancellor Merkel pledged to
provide humanitarian aid to the refugees fleeing war mostly from the Middle East:
“It was the right thing to do that we rose to this humanitarian responsibility and
continue to do so… We did not reduce benefits for anyone in Germany as a result of
the aid for refugees. In fact, we actually saw social improvements in some areas,”
Merkel said (Reuters, 2016). The chancellor assured repeatedly that assisting
refugees would not affect the German people, and that the state’s primary concern is
to preserve and upgrade its citizens’ quality of life.
Moreover, in Germany, the right of asylum is a constitutional right; any
person fleeing war and prosecution has the absolute right to seek asylum (Achakzai,
2018). Thus, during the crisis, Germany insisted on preserving and respecting its
laws, by allowing people fleeing war, especially in the Middle East, to seek asylum,
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considering it as a humanitarian imperative. Merkel was driven by what is right to
do, knowing that doing the opposite would end up causing a humanitarian tragedy. In
their debates, German politicians stood firm on supporting Germany’s humanitarian
actions and respecting the associated treaties such as the 1951 refugee convention
and the European convention on Human rights. As many international newspapers
have published, the German chancellor has always defended her liberal decision,
stating that she would adopt this position the same way again (Politico, 2017;
Reuters, 2017).
Conversely, opposition figures argue that Germany has significantly focus on
this humanitarian issue, ignoring other local and international affairs that may have
significant effects on the country. Also, some critics have argued that it is more
humane to manage the asylum applications outside European boundaries, instead of
allowing them to enter the European lands, only to send them back afterwards.

3.1.3 Demography and Economy
Besides the previously stated arguments in explaining Germany’s generous
reaction to Europe’s prodigious migrant crisis, there are clearly empirical grounds for
the country to put into action such a welcoming policy: Germany’s population is
contracting at a remarkable rate, and it is critically in need of skilled, proficient,
motivated, and hard-working individuals to recharge its labor force and preserve the
activity of its powerhouse economy. Put differently, relieving Europe’s refugee
crisis could serve Germany in alleviating its demographic dilemma.
Compared to other countries in the world as a whole and the European Union,
Germany’s birthrate is the lowest, with 8.2 babies born each year per 1,000 people.
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This places Germany below Japan to have the lowest birth rate not only at a
European level, but also on a global scale (BBC, 2015). However, a substantial
increase in pregnancies among migrant women has substantially driven up the
birthrate, making it the highest level experienced in German history. According to
the German Federal Statistics Office, in 2016, 792,131 children were born in
Germany, which marks an increase of 54,556, or 7%, compared to 2015 (737,575)
(Statistisches Bundesamt, 2018).
Not admitting such a high number of asylum seekers would eventually lead to
a shrinking German population, allowing other European member states to outstrip
Germany demographically, and thus possibly leading to a shift in the balance of
power in Europe.
What is more threatening is that the percentage of the working-age population
residing in Germany is on course to drop from 61% to 54% of the whole German
population in the next decade (Payerhin, 2016). Taking in the maximum amount of
refugees may partially reverse these trends. However, it could also instigate other
significant problems that would put the country under threat, such as terrorist attacks
on German residents as well as national attacks on non-natives.
By placing the welcome mat on its borders, Germany is chasing its national
interest of neutralizing its demographic issue in the future, knowing that most
refugees are youthful, intelligent, full of energy and excited to begin a new chapter in
their lives; thus, they are prone to making positive economic contributions to
Germany.

3.1.4 Crime Security and terrorist threat
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While many perceive the situation on European borders and Germany in
particular as a humanitarian issue, others look at the matter from a security
viewpoint, arguing that large-scale migration may be the starting point of national
security threats in the region as a whole, especially for countries like Germany that
bear the biggest brunt. Supporters of this anti-migration argument explain that the
massive influx may encourage some illicit migrants to exploit asylum as a vehicle,
thereby effectively leading to the transportation of criminals and terrorists into the
country.
German authorities reported an increase in the overall crime rate in Germany
starting 2015, compared to the significant decrease in crime in the country between
the 90s and mid-2000s. Statistics have shown that the murder rate grew by 14.6%
and rape by 8% between 2014 and 2016 (BBC, 2018). AfD, the right-wing party in
Germany, has affirmed the connection between the influx of refugees and the
increase in overall crime. Since 2014, the proportion of non-German suspects in
crime statistics has increased from 24% to just over 30% (BBC, 2018). The
researchers stated that the best chance of reducing violent crime among migrants was
to offer more help with integration through language courses, sport and
apprenticeships.

3.1.5 Germany’s History
A great number of media sources and several German political parties have
argued that Merkel’s open door policy is greatly attributed to Germany’s history. The
country’s migration history has been immense and complex. Incessant wars,
religious conflicts, famines, political grievances and a lack of prospects forced many
people to leave Germany over the centuries. The land's relative population loss was
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enormous. In the 19th century, approximately six million emigrants departed from
the country, the majority of them leaving to the United States (Library of Congress,
n.d.). The emigration flow began to diminish as of 1890, as the industrial epoch
engendered economic prosperity in the German province. From this time forth, the
number of people immigrating to Germany outstripped the number of Germans who
abandoned the country.
Non-native workers found jobs, most importantly, in the flourishing coal and
steel industries. As of 1945, the composition of the German population has shifted
due to the involuntary mobility of various categories of people such as refugees and
displaced individuals. In spite of the moderate immigration levels in the 1980s, the
number multiplied quickly in the beginning of the 1990s (Library of Congress, n.d.).
The broad geo-political alterations of that period led to a significant increase in the
number of immigrants, fugitives and ethnic Germans arriving back from prior
German communities in Eastern Europe. Specifically, the fall of the Soviet Union
along with other wars and human rights emergencies in the region stimulated the
flood of refugees (Bierbach, 2018). Yet, the “Asylum Compromise” helped to
regulate the influx in the mid-1990s by differentiating between those who escaped
war on one hand, and those who escaped lands that were considered by the German
state as “free of persecution” on the other. Unlike the former, the latter no longer met
the requirements for seeking asylum on German territory. The new immigration
policy was established in 2005, proclaiming Germany as a country of immigration
(DOMiD, n.d.).
Most importantly, the liberal path Germany follows in this day and age is
strongly linked to German’s patriotic history and the culpability the country holds
considering the Second World War. Several political parties in Germany argue that
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the country’s role in WWII shackled the country with the burden of responsibility to
make up for its past, which partially came in the form of welcoming refugees. The
barbarity of Nazism made Germany exceptionally susceptible to the minorities’
condition, as well as to the conscientious duty of compensating for crimes committed
by the Nazis (Bird, 2015).
Moreover, the 1951 refugee convention specified that any person escaping
prosecution has the right to seek asylum in German territory. Therefore, German
chancellor Merkel has thoroughly stated that turning down refugees and dismissing
help would necessitate making an amendment to the German constitution. Hence,
some politicians argue that the open-door refugee policy is attributed to the country’s
guilt regarding its Nazi past, in addition to the previous refugee experience.

3.1.6 The Political Affairs and Identity of the EU
Today, Berlin occupies a leadership position within the EU economically,
monetarily, and politically. Germany has played a central role in countering the
European Union’s prime foreign policy challenges, and principally, the refugee
crisis. Yet, Germany’s strong bond with the other member states, in addition to its
indestructible empathy in relation to European values, have shaped its welcoming
policy resolution in light of the refugee crisis (Kornelius, 2015). The country is
substantially devoted to the European institution and its beliefs due to its well-built
stance in the Union itself. International specialists argue that European member
states needed to prove their willingness to compromise in order to protect the
Union’s security and solidarity. As a move to protect the EU, politicians in Germany
applied the current refugee policy and abided by the Schengen agreement for the
longest time possible.
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Angela Merkel has frequently insisted that Germany’s prosperity and
development is only guaranteed if Europe prospers as well (BILD, 2016). The
chancellor has also stated that the refugee crisis will unquestionably alter the
European Union as a whole, particularly member states, mainly due to the way the
crisis is managed; she also asserted that she is dedicated to dealing with these
challenging circumstances. This is why it was continuously recommended to work at
a wide European level, as well as to abide by the norms and values of unity and
cooperation at an intra-European level as well as an international one (Deutsche
Welle, 2015).
Moreover, Germany has repeatedly proven that it is in control of the
challenges facing the European Union, and has acted as a problem-solver and
solution finder on many issues affecting the union as a whole. This is particularly
apparent in the crucial role that Germany has played in the Greek crisis and the
conflict in Ukraine, aside from the refugee crisis, in doing so, it has consistently
helped to reach solutions that positively affect the entire European Union. All things
considered, it has frequently been contended that Germany’s admirable humanistic
refugee policy could function as a tactic to boost its power within the European
Union, while also protecting its personal welfare, and perhaps also reinforcing its
individual position in Europe (Maull, 2018).

At the same time, some analysts argue that Germany will not be capable of
improving Europe’s refugee policies all alone, even if it welcomes a substantial
number of refugees. Accordingly, Germany should act based on its national interest
rather than in overwhelming consideration to European interests. Thus, Germany
should think about reviewing its refugee policy.
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3.1.7 German and European Law
Many of the Chancellor’s party colleagues have blamed her for following a
strategy that does not abide by the party’s formally accepted agenda or even
Germany and Europe’s laws and regulations. As a result, Germany’s Union party
officials, which is the center-right Christian Democratic political alliance of the
CDU/CSU political parties in Germany, requested to start turning back refugees at
the frontiers. Contrarily, many legitimate specialists in Germany’s parliament
expressed critical suspicion over these affirmations, particularly concerning the
introduction of a lid on refugees.
These legal authorities in the German government have concluded that the
asylum and refugees laws and regulations within the European Union did not assign
any quantitative ceiling to the number of asylum seekers (Martin, 2015). Moreover,
they stressed the fact that the European Union’s legal regulations normally overrule
national laws on this matter, including the law specifying that escapees given refugee
status with respect to the UNHCR’s 1951 Refugee Convention have to be redirected
to a third secure country consequently after being turned back at the borders;
nevertheless, this is still regarded as distinctly controversial and uncertain.
Hence, German authorities demanded stronger compliance to the Geneva
Convention and the European Convention for Human Rights (Deutscher Bundestag,
2015). For her part, Merkel has shown determination in defending the law,
perceiving it as a German responsibility and claiming that welcoming more refugees
in Europe as a whole – in Germany specifically – would mean accomplishing the
Union’s legal responsibilities, in addition to providing a constructive solution to put
an end to human disasters in the Aegean Sea.
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3.1.8 Elections Consequences
Merkel’s determination in 2015 to adopt a liberal open-door refugee policy
and to provide assistance to more than a million refugees was applauded
internationally by numerous analysts and leaders. It was also hailed by the majority
of German citizens domestically, who also provided assistance in integrating the
newcomers by contributing food, clothes and other types of support. However, with
time, attitudes shifted radically, as the majority of the public began to perceive the
massive wave as a crisis and a threat. This dramatic change resulted in a considerable
fall in opinion polls for the German political parties that embraced Merkel’s
welcoming policy, as well as poor election results for those parties beginning 2016.
Moreover, the pro-Merkel parties suffered losses to the Alternative for Germany
(AfD) which was able to gain votes through its objection to Merkel’s refugee policy
(Clarke, 2017).
As a result, some official representatives and Members of Parliament, even
those supporting the chancellor’s views regarding to the refugees, voiced their
concerns about future elections results and argued that modifications to the liberal
policy should be considered, especially if Merkel wishes to maintain its position in
power. Those politicians argued that adjusting the policy’s features could be
positively tempting to new voters while also lessening the likelihood of losing
previous voters, thereby reducing the chances of these voters converting to AfD
(Drobinski, 2016). Consequently, Horst Seehofer, leader of the Christian Social
Union (CSU) party in Germany, stated that supporters of Merkel’s policy have
recognized that something needs to be changed. For his part, Seehofer called on
Merkel to carry out essential rectifications to the country’s refugee strategy. Many
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other politicians, such as Gerda Hasselfeldt, also argued that there is an urgent need
to start making changes in order to prevent further election losses in the future
(Reuters, 2015).
However, other politicians believed that if Merkel sticks to her policy and
shows full support and dedication to her beliefs, this will increase the public’s trust
in her while also magnifying her credibility and power. Hence, a policy alteration
could result in losing her reputation instead of helping her in elections.

3.1.9 Hospitable German Culture
The German population’s response to the refugee crisis has been mostly
positive, sympathetic, and cooperative. This broad and friendly welcoming attitude
has been marked and introduced as “welcoming culture” and boosted the country’s
global image. In the beginning of the influx, Germans saluted the refugees with
cheers, with many volunteers offering their generous assistance: “This is the moment
where Germany has recognized it has a global role,” says Harold James, an
economic historian at Princeton University. “The country is changing very, very
quickly” (Reuters, 2015).
Many politicians from different parties in Germany have repeatedly argued
that the main motivations behind the persistence to the open-door policy is the
German population’s openness and unity, and the citizen’s potential to accept and
help integrate a substantial number of escapees. This attitude of commitment has
been viewed as a chief element in the process of managing the massive influx.
German authorities have frequently praised the public’s role in facilitating the
process of accepting refugees, arguing that without the citizen’s effort and
commitment, the crisis could not have been managed effectively (Deutscher
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Bundestag, 2015). Moreover, due to Germany’s attitude toward the crisis at the state
and society levels, the country is now perceived globally as the moral leader of the
European Union, pushing the country further to continue on this track (CNN, 2017).
In the post-WWII era, Germans were embarrassed to express pride in their country’s
history and culture. Yet, this has completely inverted; today, Germans have started to
reveal more and more their national pride

3.1.10 Cultural Contradictions
Many experts in Germany and members of local political parties have often
insisted on the term “Clash of Culture”. Politicians claimed that accepting a
significant number of refugees could feasibly result in a clash of cultures.
Furthermore, political parties have argued that this massive influx could intimidate
the German identity, norms, and values. Moreover, this massive wave of migration
undoubtedly puts into question the cultural future of Germany and the extent to
which the country is able to impose its culture and beliefs on its refugees.
As a matter of fact, people fleeing war and execution and seeking protection
in Germany come from a totally different background than Europeans, and it will
definitely be difficult for them to adhere to the German culture and the European
ways of living. Moreover, experts argue that trying to unite these different cultures
and create a multicultural society would lead to the collapse of the culture itself, as
well as the breakup of the usual norms, values, and beliefs. In addition, experts fear
the emergence of violent incidents in the country, whether by witnessing refugees
attacking Germans, or even Germans attacking refugees due to a clash of culture
resulting in not accepting the other. Many people believe that the country has lost
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authority over the influx, articulating their fear regarding the future repercussions of
this loss of authority.

3.1.11 Impact on other countries
Government officials opposing their country’s liberal refugee policy argue
that Germany has placed many countries under tough conditions by welcoming a
million refugees. They often contend that by not setting a quota to limit the number
of asylum seekers, Germany is increasing the tension in other neighboring countries,
especially those through which refugees usually pass to reach Germany, whereby
they sometimes end up settling in those countries.

3.1.12 Opportunity for Germany
Many analysts with different political backgrounds have explained their
interpretation of the crisis as an opportunity and a chance for the country to create a
favorable outcome and a productive future which will improve the country’s overall
conduct. In addition, experts also claimed that by implementing an open-door policy
and placing the refugee affairs as one of the top country’s priorities, Germany’s
different economic and social sectors would flourish.

3.1.13 Anti-Refugee attitude
In light of the refugee crisis, and despite the welcoming German culture, antiMuslim sentiments have been consistently rising since 2015, which affected the
Muslim citizens living in Germany through numerous attacks on Muslims as a whole
and refugees’ shelters. In 2017, the Ministry of Interior in Germany identified 950
anti-Muslim incidents that took place in the country, including the destruction of
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mosques, online bullying, and physical assaults against veiled Muslim women
(Saeed, 2018; Daily Sabah, 2019). Furthermore, Germany has witnessed a great
number of protests by a group calling itself the “Patriotic Europeans against the
Islamisation of the West”, with the acronym “PEGIDA”. The group claimed to be
protecting Germany from Islam and the threats it generates, stirring anti-refugee
propaganda in different parts of the country (Dostal, 2015; Reuters, 2016). In regard
to these developments, state officials have demanded adjustments to the refugee
policy in order to suppress these demonstrations, arguing that a policy change could
feasibly avert the protests by PEGIDA and limit their expansion, including the
chances of protest escalation, as well as preventing the possibility of developing an
adverse reaction by those already supporting the open-door policy.
For instance, German Jewish leader Josef Schuster has demanded setting a
refugee quota, fearing that maintaining the same rate of accepting refugees would
result in difficult integration problems (Wagstyl, 2015). His demand for curbing the
number of refugees emanates from his assertion, as well as that of many Jewish
leaders, that Muslim refugees represent a threat for German Jews. Yet, his call has
split up the public Jewish opinion in the country, whereby many supporters
applauded his request, while others criticized Schuster and accused him of siding
with the CSU (Ghermezian, 2015). Hence, based on this argument, taking in more
refugees into German territories would inadequately reshape the country’s society
and trigger obstructive sentiments and actions against the German Jews.

3.1.14 The Role of Religion
The research conducted throughout this study has also demonstrated that
Christianity, in spite of its limited scope, plays an important role in implementing the
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open-door policy in Germany. For instance, since Germany is a country governed by
the CDP (Christian Democratic Party), it may be argued that the Christian beliefs and
values shape the actions undertaken by the German Chancellor. In other words,
Christianity calls for charity and assistance, which explains the help Germany has
provided on the refugee issue, where Pentecost has been mentioned by different
politicians, calling for the implementation for its true meaning, which is living in
peace and harmony despite the cultural, ethnic, and religious disparities in a society.
German Politicians belonging to the CDU/CSU parties assert that welcoming people
escaping war and execution put into practice the words of the church on the
importance of help and cooperating with those in need (Knight, 2018).

3.1.15 Asylum Abuse
Several politicians belonging to the CDU/CSU have argued that people
coming into Germany are not necessarily coming for safety. Rather, many of them
are seeking economic and social welfare, thereby exploiting the crisis and the
benefits that many countries in Europe are offering, particularly Germany.
Respectively, these politicians argue that the liberal policy Germany is following
would attract more asylum seekers than the refugee policy the rest of Europe has
implemented. According to this view, experts are scared of the possibility of
attracting a colossal number of refugees in the long run coming from regions
classified as safe, but suffering from tough living conditions. While this state does
not grant them asylum according to the Geneva Convention, they do nevertheless
have a notable chance of acceptance as per the German refugee policy. Accordingly,
Germany would be negatively affected by the massive influx which is intensified by
people coming into the country seeking benefits rather than security.
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3.2 The Reasons and Underlying Motivations behind Germany’s
Liberal Refugee Policy
Constructivist theory explains several arguments made about the German
refugee policy, taking into consideration the theory’s examination of political actions
taken by the state or individual actors, driven by history and identity, namely:
Humanitarian responsibility, the country’s history, law, the culture’s welcoming
nature, anti-refugee sentiments, German identity, and Christianity. On that account,
constructivist theory provides the theoretical basis for the majority of the arguments
mentioned in the previous section.
With respect to the constructivist theory, Germany’s history plays a
substantial part in explaining the refugee policy that the country has implemented. In
fact, from a constructivist perspective, the origins of Germany’s pro-refugee attitude
may be traced back to certain events in its history, particularly its failure to defeat
Europe and coerce the region to Nazi governance. Those involved in public debates
on the matter repeatedly resort to history in their discussions about the refugee crisis
and the development of relevant German policies, whereby they argue that the
country needs to undertake the required responsibility as compensation for its
previous crimes; thus, it adopts a liberal approach to refugees. Nevertheless,
Germany’s historical evolution equally induced discourses and attitudes against the
corresponding policy, particularly the eastern and western Germany’s reunification
and the deliberately felt gap between the two sides of Germany: East Germany was
relatively inferior economically; it was also less culturally divergent and less
liberated than the West.
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Due to this gap between the two sides of the country, the identity in each of
the east and the west has evolved differently with time, a reason why Germany as a
whole does not share common views and beliefs and thus adopts contrasting views
on the refugee policy. Although the historical argument is frequently employed,
evidence is not conclusive that historical characteristics are involved in the policy
decision. This could largely be explained by the certainty that history cannot be
directly applied to rules and policies.
In this climate, the rest of the constructivist arguments related to identity,
laws, the nature of the German culture take a leading role on this subject. These
arguments have shaped and given rise to a new German identity constructed in the
decades following WWII. With the aim of reviving the country, Germany had to
bring into service a contemporary positive identity. With regard to the post-war guilt,
this could have invoked the formation of a new, different German identity, which
comprises Germany, the liberal multicultural nation, and Europe’s benevolent leader
that respects and values the norms set by the EU and safeguards its laws with respect
to human rights. These arguments reflect the German identity and its crucial role in
shaping the refugee policy, in addition to their significant effect on policy-making,
where all the four presented arguments are notably linked to the state’s policies, such
as policies allowing refugees to enter the country without difficulty, policies
safeguarding the right of asylum laws and human rights. Hence, as being directly
linked to the government’s policies, the newly developed German identity constitutes
a dominant fundamental rationale behind Germany’s implementation of an opendoor refugee policy.
The arguments relating the clash of cultures and anti-refugee sentiment to the
refugee policy are also highly significant. For instance, welcoming into the country a
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substantial number of refugees would lead to the rise of internal opposition, since
sharing a common identity is an essential element in the success and security of a
country. Different cultures and identities sharing the same country inaugurate a
coherent barrier when it comes to living in that country. Furthermore, the German
identity would be at stake when different identities are trying to be homogenized
within the country, especially when it comes to dealing with an enormous number of
people such as the current refugee crisis. Constructivism almost invariably
underscores the role of identities and culture in explaining states behavior and their
choice of policies.
The questions of clash of culture and Anti-refugee sentiment explain the
differences in culture within the same country and how the refugees are perceived by
German citizens. The issue of dealing with diverse identities and cultures would
probably upset society and dismissively influence it. Therefore, it appears to be
reasonable to address these arguments in setting policies. Yet, anti-refugee sentiment
does not take part in policy making, whereas the clash of culture issue has been
addressed directly in the policy-making process, since the anti-refugee sentiment acts
more on an individual level, while the clash of culture affect the state and its future
directly. The issue of clash of culture is directly linked to policies related to the
integration of refugees, which is a main point when addressing the open-door refugee
policy in Germany, or even policies related to returning refugees to their country of
origins when they refuse to blend into the German body. Hence, the clash of culture
as an argument is more frequent than Anti-refugee sentiment since the first one
affects both the state and individual level, while the second represent a faction of the
German society that is against the liberal refugee policy.
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Christianity, as a constructivist argument, played a controversial role in the
refugee crisis, which is nowhere near simple. On one hand, it could be argued that as
Germany is a Christian state, its actions when it comes to the refugee crisis are
driven by Christian norms, values and beliefs. However, Christianity plays the role
of a barrier for accepting refugees, since accepting mostly Muslim refugees into the
country would eventually result in a crisis of religion and identity.
For some European states and other German officials, Christianity became
the main purpose for rescuing the country from this tragedy. In German public
discourse, religion has often highlighted the standards for supporting those in need
rather than rejecting to provide assistance. Nevertheless, Christianity did not take
part in process of policy-making concerning the refugee crisis mainly due to the fact
that in Germany, state and religion are separated, and the German constitution gives
assurances to the freedom of religion. Hence, policy decision-making in German will
practically not encompasses religious rules and motives in general and particularly
Christianity. Yet, policies related to refugee rights and justice may be subject to
religious references. Also, the CDU/CSU political parties are implicitly driven by the
Christian religion without explicitly stating it.

Structural realism clears up the remaining arguments illustrated earlier.
Structural realist assumptions highlight the importance of a state’s capacities and
capabilities, as well as its national interests when it comes to explaining states’
behavior and their policy choices. Accordingly, structural realist theory can provide
theoretical reasoning for most of the arguments presented in this thesis in addition to
their relationship with the open-door policy.
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As mentioned in the theory explanation chapter, structural realist premises
gives excessive significances to the notions of capacity and capability, and their
relationship with the open-door refugee in the case of Germany. This theme can be
considered as the most referred to when analyzing Germany’s stance on the refugee
crisis. Furthermore, it is believed to be the government basis for most of the refugee
policies it has set and implemented.
This is mainly attributable to the reality that the main issue of the refugee
crisis is linked to the issues of accepting asylum applications, monitoring the number
of asylum seekers authorized to remain in Germany, and assigning resources to deal
with the emergency on the national and international spheres. While it is usually
indicated that Germany, being the strongest economy and one of the most stable
economies in Europe, in addition to its culture openness, is capable of accepting a
high number of refugees, it may not be the main logic behind the implementation of
a liberal refugee policy and taking in an enormous number of escapees. Yet, this
rationale at least makes clear why Germany is in a position to take in that number of
refugees constantly. Regardless, it is stated as well that Germany has already reached
its maximum capability for admitting refugees, and that the country will encounter a
sharp decline in its material capabilities if it holds on to its open-door refugee policy.
This logic found in the discussions related to Germany’s position on the matter of
refugees also conforms to the rules of structural realism, and can be associated with
the refugee policies designated to bring down the number of asylum applications.

Furthermore, in the frame of obtaining and sustaining the state’s potentials,
capabilities, and to a certain degree state’s power, the arguments unfolding the
European Union’s values’ effect on German policy making, elections, effect on other
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member states, chances for Germany and asylum misuse are pertinent arguments to
review. From this point of view, the refugee crisis for Germany is perceived as an
opportunity to invest in the future, thus magnifying its material capabilities and
guarantying their sustainability on the long term.
By the same token, opposing views concerning asylum seek to restrict and
adjust the volume of the capabilities consumed. Germany’s total and comparative
power as well as its structural situation is additionally assured and maximized by
affecting other member states and very likely placing itself in a position of power.
This guaranties the country a comparative advantage on the long term, hopefully also
consequentially preserving its power on a European level thanks to an increase in its
population size, in addition to enhanced leverage.
When it comes to elections, it is often attributed to power, since winning the
elections is the answer to the demand for power, most notably in Germany rather
than internationally. By altering the existing refugee policies and establishing up-todate policies, the political actors in Germany are guaranteed not to lose votes in
elections, or even having to acquire new votes. This helps them to safeguard their
level of power within the country and the state’s structures.
Security obligation is another important feature of the structural realist
theory, mainly connecting to the concepts of terrorism, and crime level. This
argument of security appears to play a pivotal role in German refugee policy as well
as policy adjustment. According to structural realism, accepting a large number of
asylum seekers constitutes a source of threat to the country, mainly sabotaging the
country’s ability to control terrorist threats and overall security. Consequently, this
logic explains the reason why the country may move to a position of a relative
disadvantage in comparison to its neighboring member states. As for the effect of
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this argument on the refugee policy, it has been frequently argued that the welcoming
approach Germany is following would certainly undermine the country’s security,
which explains why many German politicians called for policy adjustment to prevent
such dreadful consequences.
This issue was addressed later on by putting into action multiple strategies to
alleviate the conflict in Syria and diminish the reasons behind the confrontations, or
even policies to anticipate counter-terrorist measurements in addition to providing
policies to upgrade the country’s security standards through, for example, returning
refugees who fail to conform to the German rules.
Finally, the argument explaining Germany’s refugee policy decision through
a European Lens by looking at the European common identity, and analyzing its
effect on other countries, should be considered once again. From a structural realist’s
perspective, it is argued that greater, more powerful countries existing in contentious
zones are often inclined to engage in system broad tasks mainly because of the extent
of their interests. As one of the most powerful states within the European Union, in
addition to its heavy reliance on economic cooperation and trade with other member
states, it has been often argued that Germany had to do the best for the European
Union to preserve its relationship with other member states mainly due to economic
dependency. For Germany, admitting a high number of refugees could be a plan to
enhance cooperation with other states, by proving good will and consequently
reducing the threat as viewed by other countries. This demonstrates the relevance of
this feature in the structural realist theory, and accordingly sustains the conception
that structural realism can be effective in explaining the liberal refugee policy
implemented by the German state.
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In a nutshell, Germany’s decision to implement a liberal refugee policy at the
outset of the crisis is primarily attributable to the notions of values, norms, and
identity, as well as the country’s interests and capabilities. In particular, the liberal
policy gave rise to a new side of German identity, which is now characterized by the
fundamental values of the European Union and the respect of human rights. Also, the
German identity has become defined by receptiveness and multiculturalism. Thus, it
is probable to infer that due to Germany’s supremely morally impelled identity, in
line with its national interests, the country was able to conduct a welcoming refugee
policy at the beginning of the crisis.
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Chapter 4
Germany’s Liberal Refugee policy restrained

This chapter will examine Germany’s reinstatement of restrictive policies
shortly after the institution of its exceptional liberal strategy in 2015. Many argue
that the organized sexual assaults in Cologne, Germany during the 2015-16 New
Year’s Eve, reportedly involving the rape of dozens of women by a thousand young
men (BBC, 2016), have been commonly alleged to establish the turning point in the
country’s initial open-door policy. However, a deeper examination of domestic
rhetoric implies that the policy reversal occurred much earlier. Hence, this chapter’s
analysis is based on the interplay of central internal actors in Germany over the
period between the eruption of the refugee crisis in 2015 (due to the unprecedented
and shocking rise in the number of people seeking refuge in German that year), and
the decision to backtrack on the liberal policy starting September 2015.
On September 13, 2015, soon after letting thousands of refugees enter the
country mainly originating from Syria, the German government restored temporary
border controls on the southern border with Austria (Reuters, 2015). This action is
considered as the outset of several more restraining actions on the domestic and
European sphere. As a matter of fact, prior to 2015, Germany had sustained a
restrictive asylum mechanism. It was subsequently substituted with a liberal
welcoming approach due to the seriousness of the humanitarian crisis caused by the
influx of Syrian refugees following the 2011 Syrian uprising. Accordingly, the
country’s sudden shift to a restrictive policy represents a puzzle for the constructivist
theory since the aspects that caused the first shift from restrictive to liberal policies at
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the outset of the refugee crisis, persisted at the time the government took the decision
to backtrack on its welcoming policies. Although realist theory attributes the policy
shift to the cumulative economic and security expenses, and looks at this reversal
merely on the basis of the consequences rationale, the government’s decision-making
is driven by its anticipation of the individual or collective consequences of the
decision made; therefore, parties involved are supposed to optimize their material
and ideological utilities (March & Olsen, 1998). Yet, practical evidence proposes a
finer interpretation, as this chapter is going to reflect afterwards. The policy shift is
the result of the interaction of different norms by different political actors involved in
the country’s decision-making process, on a different level, nationally and
regionally.
Throughout this chapter, I will explain how the international, regional, and
domestic liberal rules’ engagement with the international, regional, and domestic
conservative rules, both horizontally and vertically (between different regional
levels, or between different norms) were central to the policy shift from a liberal
refugee policy to a more restrictive one. It is evident that different involved players
looked at the consequences of the influx of refugees in different ways based on
which rules they abide by. Eventually, Germany’s decision to turn back on its initial
liberal approach was driven by the fact that conservative players had effectively
developed the argument that conservative norms are the most appropriate, using
again the logic of appropriateness, in which decision makers are inspired by the need
to abide by their identity and their values concerning what is convenient in this
specific situation (March and Olsen, 1998).
It is argued that the conservative norms under the circumstances at that time
were the most appropriate in addition to being the least costly economically and
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ideologically in both the long and short terms. Thus, carrying on a liberal refugee
policy might generate economic gains after their integration; however, the costs
might be greater than the benefits, which is likely in the German refugee case. For
instance, the conservative Christian Social Union CSU and the Alternative for
Germany (AfD) parties were pro-conservative norms and rules in light of the refugee
crisis (Deutsche Welle, 2017). These political parties exerted direct pressure on the
German refugee policy reversal. In particular, in the 2016 Berlin elections, the ruling
coalition lost votes while the radical left and right attracted a sizeable number of
voters, which proves that the conservative norms and values prevailed (The
Washington Post, 2016). Conservatives claim that their policies do not patently
disrupt liberal values. Yet, they incorporate values such as advocating human rights
and respecting the European norms and values, and they demonstrate appropriate and
relevant policy making formalities and activities.
Apart from relating to the economic and security risks, conservatives suggest
that Germany’s unilateral attitude towards the refugee crisis and the absence of
communication in the course of elaborating on liberal policies displeased other
member states and regional governments and abused procedural rule-making. More
particularly, many actors tied the material barrier to the restrictive refugee approach,
as well as the country’s isolated refugee policy decision-making without resorting to
other EU partners which was considered harmful and in particular a breach to the
normal EU practices.
This has engendered instability, and has disturbed ontological security
defined as “the security of the state self-identity” (Gast, 2017). In parallel, parties
involved contested that the liberal approach had fallen short of delivering a
sustainable and durable solution. Moreover, they claimed that, irrespective of
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material components, it was not the suitable and proper conduct in response to the
heightened criticism and absence of cohesion and mutual support. This chapter will
illustrate how a plurality of elements, related to rationale of consequences and
appropriateness, are responsible for the shift away from Germany’s liberal refugee
policy.
This section is going to depict the establishment of constricted refugee
mechanisms from the end of 2015 till end of 2016. Some leading political actors in
Germany advocated and called for taking preventive measures with regard to refugee
entrance, which challenged the eligibility to protection and amenities, and relocating
accountability to non-European states. To completely understand the shift, the
decision-making process will be explained separately on the national and European
levels.

4.1 Conservative refugee policy through a national lens
The closure of the border is considered as the first step in the restrictive operations
that entered into force on September 13, 2015. In a matter of weeks, the country was
no longer able to stand up to the massive influx. Federal Interior minister, Thomas de
Maiziere, announced the conservatives policies undertaken, whereby all the trains
between Austria and Bavaria were suspended and were only allowed to EU citizens
and visa holders (The Guardian, 2015). A couple of days preceding the restrictive
resolution, Merkel denoted in a parliamentary debate that the liberal path cannot be
carried out anymore, and urged the need to reconsider refugee policies and
provisionally discontinue rules (Meiritz & Lind, 2015). The border controls, with the
endorsement of the European Union, have been maintained throughout the years
following 2015 (DW, 2016).
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Although Asylum packages I and II, discussed in the previous chapter, helped
to simplify and speed up the asylum procedures, these bundles implicate tighter
rights to stay and facilitated expulsion rules (Asylgesetz, 2016). People with health
and mental problems that are not classified as severe or deadly are subject to
deportation. Additionally, the classification of some countries as “safe countries of
origins”, such as Albania, Kosovo, and Montenegro, resulted also in a stricter
acceptance rate. Another conservative measure in these asylum packages is that
individuals with no refugee identification documents were not eligible to obtain
benefits (Bundestag, 2015).

The new German integration law, with the underlying objective of
encouraging and expecting (Fördern und Fordern), was instigated on August 6, 2016,
in order to balance the duties of the government, as well as the obligations of the
refugees. For instance, refugees who demonstrate their potential to integrate would
enjoy rapid and facilitated integration courses and job opportunities. However,
refugees who resist cooperation would be subject to sanctions (Library of Congress,
2016; The Federal Government, n.d.). In a matter of months, the country adopted
various laws and carried out legislations that trade off the standards of refugee care.
In addition to the implementation of restrictive measures on a national level, a
number of conservative measures on a European level were also supported by
Germany.

4.2 Conservative refugee policy through a European lens
European leaders met in Brussels in 2015 to establish a program to deal with
the massive number of asylum seekers entering the European territories mainly
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through Turkey, Greece and the Western Balkans, and arriving largely to Germany
(Chrisafis, 2015). The European Commission presented an index of safe countries
that incorporate most Balkan countries, which remarkably reduces the opportunity to
grant asylum to individuals stemming from these nations. Also, during this summit,
European leaders considered the possibility of shutting the Balkan pathway for the
purpose of curbing the flow of refugees as well as preventing people from attaining
Central Europe. In 2016, many countries in Eastern Europe sealed their borders,
successfully shutting the passage. Donald Tusk, President of the European Council,
expressed his appreciation to the Balkan nations for fulfilling some components of
the European Union’s mechanisms to handle the refugee crisis, acknowledging that
the border closure in these states is not a unilateral decision, but rather a collective
resolution supported by 28 member states (Bouras, 2016). Although the German
chancellor expressly denounced the shutdown of the Balkan route, many national
conservative parties silently applauded the decision and considered it a victory,
which portrayed the rise of the internal domestic opposition to the country’s liberal
refugee policy.
With the same aim of stemming the influx of refugees, the European Union
strengthened its attempts to build up arrangements with third countries with a view
of resolving the problem from its origins, notably, avoiding the outflow of
individuals in the first place along with deportation of unsuccessful asylum seekers.
On 18 March 2016, the European Council and Turkey achieved an arrangement
intended for halting the stream of refugees through Turkish borders to Europe. The
EU-Turkey arrangement authorizes asylum seekers staying in Greece to be sent back
to Turkey.
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The EU-Turkey arrangement eventually facilitates the European
accountability for handling and providing accommodative services to asylum seekers
who adopt Turkey as a safe third country. It inspired the EU to conduct similar deals
with different African, Middle Eastern and Asian countries (European Parliament,
n.d., Simsek, 2019).
Furthermoe, the European Commission is allocating large funds to countries
in need such as Libya to provide emergency healthcare amenities, food, sustenance,
and protection assistance (European Commission, 2019), to allow refugees and
asylum seekers to remain safe at their home countries. In addition, 474 million Euros
were dedicated to Afghanistan to help in state-building and reforms, as well as in
handling migration issues (European Commission, 2018). Germany has
demonstrated its keen support for these arrangements and decision-making schemes.
The European Union broadened similarly the protection of its external
frontiers. By the end of 2015, the European Commission submitted a proposal for
additional border protection with a stinger command and further funds (European
Commission, 2015). On 6 October 2016, the European Border and Cost Guard
Agency was officially launched, aiming to restore and preserve supervision over
illegal migration (Frontex, 2016). Additional restrictive European policies include
the reactivation of the Dublin regulation, which was also supported by the German
Government, which portrays a sharp opposition to the initial liberal mechanisms
conducted by Germany at the outset of the crisis.
Hence, Germany initiated various conservative refugee policies at the
domestic level, while also supporting European restrictive mechanisms to outsource
and scatter responsibility in addition to constraining the number of migrants and
eligibility for protection. In fact, many of the propositions established by the
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European commission are completely the opposite of what Germany has been
implementing nationally with regard to its liberal approach. Yet, the country abided
by the European new mechanisms and supported them.

4.3 The Policy Reversal Explanation in relation to Chancellor
Angela Merkel

To comprehensibly introduce my case study, the refugee policy timeline is
going to be segmented into three stages focusing on the prominence of Angela
Merkel on the refugee question. The first stage is marked as Merkel Governance,
relative to the phase in late 2015, between August and mid-September, which was
dominated by Merkel’s views and decisions where she was capable of engraving her
own policy inclination on the refugee crisis, in spite of slight objection from national
players. The second stage, Merkel Opposition, describes the period through which
challenges attacking Merkel’s welcoming approach emerged, starting mid-September
until mid-November of the same year, in which national players elevated the political
price for the chancellor due to her strategies, affecting her public support that started
to diminish. The third stage, Merkel at Risk, tackles the period where the price of
implementing an open-door policy became too high for Merkel to disregard, from
end of November 2015 forward, pushing the chancellor to become involved with the
national players who took a stand against her plot.
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the German government abided by the
Dublin regulation with regard to the asylum process up until early September 2015.
Despite the implementation of a liberal welcoming approach at the outset of the
refugee severe wave and the hospitality speeches carried out by chancellor Merkel,
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as well as her firm opposing attitude against any assault on asylum seekers, it was
never indicated that the German state is willing to take into a limitless number of
migrants.
On 21 August 2015, Germany’s Federal Office for Migration and
Refugees (BAMF) suspended the otherwise compulsory investigation which
examines whether refugees have primarily set foot in another EU state, to decide
whether they should return to that country or be admissible in Germany. In this
period, Merkel’s public discourses and announcements focused majorly on German
beliefs and the country’s identity. Ending in August, in her annual summer press
conference, chancellor Merkel advanced further signals that her country was
receiving refugees with open arms.
Merkel’s speech highlighted that her country abides by domestic and
European values and beliefs, and respects the European identity, and added
resonance by invoking sentiments (Spiegel, 2015). Merkel stated that her country in
specific, and Europe as a whole, should provide assistance to refugees; she
guaranteed that Germany would safeguard refugees fleeing war and execution, and
praised German citizens for their supportive attitude in light of the crisis, which
positioned Germany as a source of opportunity and ambition for those in need (TFG,
2015). Merkel has thoroughly repeated in her speeches “we can do it” as a symbol of
her welcoming approach (Spiegel, 2015). On that day also, 31 August 2015, German
chancellor Merkel made her decision to authorize trains carrying an extensive
number of asylum seekers to pass into Germany from Hungary through Austria,
which instigated some anxiety on the part of the Ministry of Interior (Hildebrandt
and Ulrich, 2015). At this time, internal players within the country were not powerful
enough to reverse this decision even if they wanted to, since Merkel enjoyed during
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this period high levels of support by the public, granting her the ability to turn down
any opposition facing her liberal refugee policy (Horn, 2016).
In the first week of September, Merkel openly affirmed that Germany would
not set any restrictions and limits on the number of refugees the country would
receive, and chose to let trains conveying refugees from Hungary to enter Germany
which constituted the upcoming set of newly developed strategies (Business Insider,
2015). The action utilized in developing these new policies designated that the
chancellor was capable of personally determining these prominent resolutions on
Germany’s refugee policy. This would plausibly have important repercussions for
Germany’s involvement with the European Union’s policies, and the country’s
affiliations with other member states, as well as social order within the country itself,
due to the chancellor’s approach of consulting a small number of ministers. It is also
possible that not having recourse to vice-chancellor and Federal Minister Sigmar
Gabriel, the leader of the Social Democratic Party of Germany SPD, a veto actor,
indicates that his consent is required for all governmental decisions. Consequently,
turning a blind eye to the Vice-chancellor may have had subsequent implications for
Merkel. Also, Merkel did not consult Bavarian Prime Minister Horst Seehofer when
making decisions regarding the country’s refugee policy, who would have been a
significant actor in the refugee policy-making.
Prior to September 2015, a massive number of asylum seekers were jammed
up in Budapest’s train station, another number of them began walking to Austria,
while others erupted out of the Hungarian camp. On this day, after discussions
between the foreign ministries of each of the concerned countries and Germany to
settle this disastrous condition, phone calls were placed with German chancellor to
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find out whether the refugees would be allowed into the German borders (Spiegel,
2016).
On that evening, and after consulting the German interior and foreign
ministries , as well as the Austrian politician Werner Faymann, Merkel reaffirmed
that asylum seekers would be allowed to enter Germany by train, ignoring the
ministries concern that the taking such a decision would stimulate the inflow of
refugees into the country. Horst Seehofer, leader of the Christian Social Union
(CSU) and Minister of the interior, knew about Merkel’s decision the next day, and
voiced his opposition to this decision, claiming that Merkel is defending her own
perception of a German identity and has a distinct observation of a different
Germany (Spiegel, 2015).
Almost 20,000 asylum seekers coming from Hungary entered Germany in the
first week of September 2015 (BBC, 2015). The chancellor’s speeches and language
were always in support of her liberal refugee policy, stressing the importance of
values, rightness, sentiments, and emphasizing adequate behavior in accordance with
the constitutional legal right to asylum, arguing that Germany is capable of handling
the price of such a significant decision. In this time period, Merkel declared that
Germany would not set any limit on the number of asylum seekers allowed to enter
the country, asserting that Germany’s strong economy has the ability to take in a
substantial number of refugees (Business Insider, 205). These statement made by the
chancellor affirmed and certified the country’s liberal policy, a commitment
supported by some German officials together with federal finance minister
Wolfgang, yet, a pledge opposed by many, including the CSU (ABC,2015),
triggering the rise of the price that Merkel had to pay due to her decision over the
approaching months.
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The last highlights of the Merkel Governance phase were the state’s decision
during mid-September 2015 to hold on to its open gates to people fleeing execution
while conventionally inaugurating border control. Merkel, being a pioneer of the
German liberal refugee policy argues on the basis of German identity and values,
while those against the welcoming approach focus on the risks such a decision would
generate and the county’s unmanageable costs. In maintaining an open-door refugee
policy, reports indicated that Merkel has reversed the perspectives of major political
actors in Germany, including Seehofer, Vice Chancellor Gabriel, and the SPD party.
Most importantly, ignoring Vice Chancellor Gabriel’s views on this matter was a
crucial point since the latter was a veto player (Spiegel, 2015; 2016).
Angela Merkel’s power, deriving from her office position and personality,
prevailed in this phase, allowing her to shape the German refugee policy according to
her liberal and humanitarian views, regardless of the existence of opposition voices
on the issue of handling the refugee crisis. Although some domestic actors may have
given their consent to Merkel’s liberal policies, others began to argue strongly
against them, increasing the political costs to Merkel (Gedmin, 2019). In this phase,
Merkel was willing and able to stand alone, as well as to turn her back to the voices
of criticism, considering the crisis as a humanitarian emergency; she decided to show
the friendly and beautiful face of her country, and herself as an individual.

Merkel’s Opposition
This section exhibits the second phase that chancellor Merkel went through,
between the middle of September and the middle of November 2015, where the price
that Merkel had to pay due to the rise of opposing internal actors to her liberal
refugee policy became greater. The following section also argues that the federal
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government indulged in secondary strategies to challenge the national criticism to
these policies by establishing new asylum seekers guidelines (Hudson, 2013).
I examine in this section the major confrontations that chancellor Merkel had
to deal with, including the conduct of the federal and state political players, and
diminished public national support for the chancellor’s policies regarding the refugee
crisis, in addition to a decrease in electoral support for the Christian Democratic
Union of Germany (CDU) and the Christian Social Union (CSU). One of the
strongest roots for Merkel’s domestic challenges and opposition were the federal and
state political partners. On top of that, a major competitor to Merkel’s liberal refugee
policies was Horst Seehofer, who supported a less welcoming refugee policy.
By mid-September of 2015, the federal and state interior ministers of the
CDU and CSU demanded the reestablishment of border control, mainly due to the
costs that Merkel’s liberal policies had induced. For his part, leader of the CSU,
Seehofer, argued that the situation could not be prolonged; he also called attention to
the need of the European Union and its member states to share the refugee burden,
provide assistance by intensifying the control on the European Union’s outer borders,
and provide supplementary financial and non-financial support from the federal
government. In addition, Seehofer requested to cap the number of refugees admitted
into the country (Spiegel, 2016). At this time also, the Social Democratic Party of
Germany SPD officials began to promote the issue’s deficiency in local resources
and the absence of information on that matter.
This period has also witnessed voices against the chancellor Merkel by
different politicians belonging to the CDU and CSU parties in Germany, shedding
light on the conception of costs, safeguarding asylum seekers, and acculturation in
terms of obeying the law to complain against Merkel’s policies. In spite of all these
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arguments against her and the growing opposition, chancellor Merkel carried on with
her liberal refugee policy, focusing on the German identity and values.
The Bavarian interior minister, Seehofer, proceeded with his public
discourses opposing Merkel’s liberal policies in this period, drawing on the
conception of identity and German values, and the necessity to take into
consideration the German Constitution, security threats originating from strangers,
and immediate threats jeopardizing the collaborative correspondence within the
CDU/CSU. At the CSU conference, which took place on 23 September 2015, Viktor
Orban attended the conference as a tough opponent to Merkel’s stance on the refugee
policy, where Seehofer requested at the beginning of October to return the asylum
seekers or transfer them to other German federal states (Tld, 2015). Seehofer’s
opposition to Merkel kept escalating, whereby he intimidated the supporters of
liberal policies to open up a case in the constitution court if no limits were set to the
number of asylum seekers entering the country, describing Merkel’s decision and
strategies as a “mistake”. He also warned her that if his request of limiting the
number of people coming into Germany was not fulfilled, that he would undertake
undefined actions, and threatened the survival of the concerned parties, CDU and
CSU, if no adjustment were made to the refugee policy (Tld, 2015).
This warning threatening the collaborative harmony of the supporting parties
may have shifted Seehofer into a veto competition if the chancellor assessed that
Seehofer is able to carry out these threats and that it would have lessened the
likelihood of Merkel’s CDU party winning the upcoming federal elections. Yet,
putting these threats into effect seemed implausible, since the CSU’s scale of power
at the federal level was weak compared to the CDU, and despite the improbability of
Seehofer being a veto player. However, the breakage alone between the two parties
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would have provoked a high political price on Merkel. Ending November, Seehofer’s
party embraced setting limits on the number of refugees entering the European Union
as a whole, and necessitated the equal treatment between Syrian asylum seekers and
all the others coming from different nationalities.
Beyond that, pressure on German chancellor regarding her liberal approach
came also from federal ministerial fellows. CDU federal interior minister de
Maiziere, motivated by Schauble, affirmed that a limit should be set on the number
of asylum seekers on a broad European level (EurActive, 2015). However, Merkel
addressed federal finance minister Schauble where she expressed her refusal of de
Maisiere’s attitude, referring to the fact that the Social Democratic Party of
Germany, SDP, being a veto player, would not welcome such a request
(Feldenkirchen and Pfister, 2016). At the end of October 2015, de Maiziere
reinstituted the implementation of the Dublin regulation without notifying the
German chancellor, a move showing possibly contestation to Merkel’s policies
(Wagstyl, 2015).
After taking several decisions on his own, such as that Syrians would no longer be
granted the right of residing in Germany for three years, and the right of joining their
families at a later stage in Germany, Merkel decided to take away his responsibility
regarding the country’s refugee policy and grant it to Peter Altmaier, an ally. For
their part, Seehofer and Schauble shared de Maiziere’s views regarding limiting the
number of asylum seekers and their ability to bringing their families to Germany
(Deutsche Welle, 2015). In this direction, Merkel’s own party ministers, De Maiziere
and Wolfgang Schauble, expressed their consent on changing the asylum policies for
Syrian refugees, forming a rebellion action within the chancellor’s own party,
challenging her liberal policies towards asylum seekers.
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In order to consolidate the influx of refugees, CSU officials along with
Bavarian finance minister Soder, attempted to control the inflow with the November
2015 terrorist attacks in Paris, contending that this crisis should be brought to an end
before terrorism flares up in Germany. Furthermore, Soder affirmed that Germany
should take the same steps that France had taken by closing the borders, and
threatened that his state Bavaria might take actions by itself through closing its
borders and extending the prospective costs to Merkel of not considering the
opposition’s views (TLd, 2015).
Along with the significant growth in the political costs that Merkel started
facing in this phase, opinion polls, being a credible representation of the domestic
political image, also indicated that political costs against Merkel have increased.
Germans supporting the argument that the refugee crisis and the policies to manage it
gave rise to more losses than benefits grew between August and September 2015
from 33% to 44%, while the percentage of citizens terrified by the crisis also rose
from 38% to 51% between September and October 2015 (Infraset, 2015).
As for the growing opposition effect on elections, a remarkable shrinkage in
the support for the CDU/CSU parties was witnessed in Germany in the post-August
2015 timeframe. Voter polls indicated that the percentage of support for both parties
decreased from 42.6% in August 2015 to 36% in November of the same year,
whereas AfD’s support improved from 3.4% to 7.7% within the same interval. In
addition, Merkel’s public satisfaction rate fell from 71% beginning January to 63%
beginning September, before reaching its lowest level (49%) in November 2015. In
contrast, Seehofer’s rates reached 45% in November compared to only 28% in the
beginning of September (Pollytix, 2016). These ratings are perceived as credible
indicators for leaders across Germany, as they may change their course of actions
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and policies in order to preserve their political position and influence in the country
and to guarantee more public support.
As Merkel was striving to retain her hold on her leadership and strengthen the
possibility of her being the CDU/CSU candidate from chancellor in 2017, the
German government followed a number of tactics and strategies to increase domestic
support. For instance, the German states and the federal government united on the
issue of easily expelling people with rejected asylum applications from Germany and
to enhance the process of integration of asylum seekers into the country. The
consensus that was reached among the 16 German states helped to bring down
antagonism against Merkel’s refugee approach (TFG, 2015).
Furthermore, during this period, Merkel and Turkey, through the European
Union, agreed to share the burden that Turkey has faced in hosting displaced persons
(TFG, 2015). Following this, Merkel began to advocate the point that Turkey would
play a pivotal role in minimizing the number of escapees reaching Europe, whereby
the German government affirmed that working with Turkey would constitute an
efficient strategy to manage the inflow of refugees into Europe from Turkey.

Merkel at Risk
Starting the middle of November 2015 until the present time, which I refer to
as the third phase, the costs against Merkel for following a liberal refugee policy
without taking into consideration the differing views in Germany were no longer
manageable, pushing Merkel to partly surrender to the internal and European
criticism she had been facing. Starting this period, the chancellor public discourses,
unlike before, began addressing the argument of establishing quotas on the number
of refugees at a broad European level, at the G20 meeting in Turkey in the 15-16
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November 2015 (Amman et al., 2015). In her media interviews, Merkel started
arguing about reducing the number of asylum seekers entering Germany, alluding to
Germans who are afraid of the consequences of the massive influx on German
society (Buchanan, 2015).
This shift in Merkel’s refugee policy approach emerged after private and
public debates between political parties, without forgetting the low voting polls for
Merkel, where the results sent a clear message to the chancellor: “Close the door on
migrants” (Failoa, 2016). In a meeting between Merkel, Altmaier, and Seehofer,
where the Bavarian officials supported the argument of setting a cap on the number
of asylum seekers coming into the country, while Merkel and Altmaier disputed this
request, they reached a compromise when Merkel agreed to lower the number of
asylum seekers setting foot in Germany (Feldenkirchen and Pfister, 2016). By
agreeing to compromise, Merkel intended to be involved politically with her
opponents to minimize their criticism regarding her refugee policies, while
improving and intensifying her position within the CDU/CSU. Yet, despite her
efforts, Merkel continued to face criticism from her political colleagues regarding her
policies.
In mid-November 2015, Schuable openly attacked Merkel’s liberal approach
in managing the refugee crisis, claiming that the country has already achieved its
maximum capacity in providing assistance to those in need, insisting on the
importance of restricting the flow of refugees and banning family reunions for
asylum seekers (Wagstyl, 2015). The finance minister also called for taking actions
at a wider European level, stating that Germany strongly needed European support to
overcome this difficulty and that internal borders inside the European zone should be
reinstituted. Ending November, SPD officials were also asking for adjustments,
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pointing at the price that Germany has been facing due to the liberal policy it had
followed.
The public opinion, as reflected in opinion polls, played a critical role in
creating the image of the political situation in Germany. The polls indicated that
Merkel was facing excessive domestic costs, whereby 50% of the population was
afraid of the refugee situation in the country, while also 48% opposed the argument
that refugees improved Germany’s overall position. By the end of 2015, the majority
of the German population amounting to 85% advocated firmer border controls, while
also a 72% of the population supported fixing a limit on the number of asylum
seekers allowed to cross the country’s borders (Infratest, 2015).
After reversing her liberal refugee policy, Merkel’s political costs stemming
from the CDU/CSU’s coerciveness decreased. Political officials were satisfied with
Merkel’s shift in refugee policy and were content that the chancellor was diligently
tracking the subject. Support for Merkel in the beginning of 2016 increased to 58%
compared to 36% in November 2016, whereas Seehofer’s support ratings decreased
to 43% (Horn, 2016; Infratest, 2016).
During this period, Merkel’s attitude toughened further after hundreds of
sexual attacks and robberies had been reported by the end of 2015 (BBC, 2016). In
January 2016, the German state acknowledged a second asylum package and
intensified deportation policies (TFG, 2016). In mid-2016, the European Union and
Turkey reached another agreement on the basis of minimizing the number of
refugees entering the European territories and the formalization of their entrance. For
his part, Peter Altmaier stated that this unit responded to the requests that the CDU
has often issued on curbing the number of asylum seekers Germany would accept.
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The research done and the analysis depicted above suggest that decision
makers assessed both logics of appropriateness and consequences of the prolongation
of the open-door refugee policy. This analysis can be finalized in three different
themes in explaining the policy reversal: Security and economics, failure of
Solidarity, and Merkel’s unilateral stance. On the basis of these three themes,
Germany considered the persistence of the liberal refugee policies as too heavy and
inadequate. The breach of procedural policies on the domestic, national, and regional
levels, the absence of equivalent liberal practices regionally and internationally, as
well as the threat that the liberal policy posed on the European project, all fall under
the logic of appropriateness which impelled the country to shift to a conservative
approach. Also, the growing security and economic risk on local, national, and
regional levels as well as the reputational costs the country faced due the absence of
solidarity were also responsible for the policy reversal.
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4.4 Conclusion

This thesis has attempted to investigate the rules and policies implemented by
the German government in light of the refugee crisis, and to explore the potential
reasons and motives behind the implementation of a welcoming refugee policy, as
well as the government’s resolution to pull back the liberal policies within two
months of the outset of the crisis, and shift to a more restrictive approach. Hence, the
thesis answered two main questions: 1) Why was Germany’s response at the
beginning of the crisis in 2015 so liberal, compared to the country’s prior
conservative policies? 2) What explains the country’s refugee policy reversal in a
short period of time?
As this study has demonstrated, the laws explained in chapter two sought to
amend and enhance the asylum system, the integration and deportation concerns, to
abide by European laws and offer further assistance to asylum seekers and victims of
war. The motives behind this liberal policy approach were depicted in chapter 3
based on information found in domestic and international media sources. All the
causes stated in this chapter portray both the realist theory the constructivist theory.
Hence, based on this study, it can be asserted that Germany’s initial liberal policy
approach can be linked to the concept of norms and values as well as identity affairs,
in addition to state interests and capacity. It was also demonstrated that fundamental
principles such as the states’ capabilities, and the necessity of power and security
were frequently referred to when discussing the German liberal refugee policy.
At the beginning of the crisis, it may be argued that the country’s
significantly ethically-driven identity, together with its national concerns, shaped
Germany’s refugee policy in the face of the refugee crisis. Moreover, Chapter 4
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illustrated the policy reversal that Germany undertakook a few months after
employing the extensive liberal refugee policy.
One of the main findings of this study is how the logic of appropriateness and the
logic of consequences can thoroughly explain the country’s decision to backtrack on
its initial liberal refugee policy. It is baffling how the country, at the beginning of the
biggest flow of refugees in 2015, changed its initial conservative laws and decided to
be one of the most liberal countries in welcoming refugees, regardless of the
associated costs. A realist explanation would emphasize the economic interest
including the flood of skilled labor, the contribution in the long run in the social
security system, and fixing the declining birth rates in Germany. However, this
interpretation lacks the appropriate explanation as to why Germany did not embark
on a liberal approach sooner to win regular migrants in place of irregular ones.
Additionally, the empirical data indicates that the material elements play a marginal
role in the early decision-making procedure. Thus, Constructivism offers better
instruments to help clarify how various sets of norms interplayed during the policymaking at the beginning of the crisis. In practice, parties involved in the decisionmaking process referred to liberal norms and averted the usual conservative norms
the country was subject to. This means that the country’s open-door refugee policy at
the outset of the crisis was mainly the outcome of complying with the international
humanitarian duties and appealing to European values on issues related to human
rights. Yet, the reversal on this liberal approach over a short period of time also
brings into question the reliability on the constructivist theory which fails to fully
explain the shift, since the aspects that sparked the shift to a liberal policy remained
even when the government decided to backtrack on the open-door approach.
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Ultimately, the examination of Germany’s underlying reasons for the
reinstitution of restrictive policies exhibits how norms react vertically and
horizontally, hinging on which assortment of norms political leaders and actors in
Germany have chosen and prioritized. The German refugee policy evolution from a
restrictive to a liberal one at the beginning of 2015, and converting back to the
restrictive approach presents a captivating case analysis on the complex nature of the
normative systems. It demonstrates that political leaders and policymaking actors are
subject to overlapping sets of norms that shape their decision-making. Both the logic
of consequences and appropriateness offer the best explanation to the evolution of
the German refugee policy. Liberal actors called for the prolongation of the liberal
approach by underlining the importance of effectively integrating refugees on the
relief of material costs, claiming that persistence of the pro-refugee agenda is the
most appropriate response to the crisis. On the other hand, conservatives appealed to
opposite sets of norms such as the country’s responsibilities and duties towards its
own population, and suggested that a more restrictive approach was the most
appropriate since it controlled the material and non-material costs.
Thus, the interplay of divergent norms becomes evident when analyzing the
transformation from the liberal refugee policy to the constricted one. Although
realists might emphasize that this policy shift is attributable to the country’s
acknowledgment of the costs that the liberal policy has engendered, this research
proposes that the interpretation of the policy reversal is more than just a logic of
consequences. Involved actors relied on diverse norms to advocate and develop their
preferable policy proposition. Liberal actors advocate maintaining the liberal refugee
policy by appealing to the domestic, regional, and international norms calling for
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refugee protection. For their part, conservative actors used the notions of costs and
the logic of appropriateness.
Ultimately, the policy reversal took place because the involved actors
admitted the intense material and reputational implications the liberal approach had
yielded. The lack of European solidarity and the rising criticism of the country’s
unilateral position regionally and nationally on the liberal policy pushed Germany to
reassess the rightfulness of the liberal policy it had initially advocated. Accordingly,
the discourse of consequences and appropriateness contributes to the interpretation of
the evolution of the German refugee policy.
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